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ABSTRACT 
 
 Hydrothermal and supergene alteration associated with naturally occurring acid 

drainage in the Grizzly Peak Caldera in central Colorado is mapped and characterized 

with low altitude, high resolution, hyperspectral imaging remote sensing.  Data from the 

Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) and the HyperSpecTIR (HST) 

imaging spectrometer are used in the study.  Partial unmixing of mineral spectra is 

utilized to map the apparent concentrations of argillic and illitic hydrothermal minerals 

and supergene iron minerals.  A new partial unmixing approach based on optimization of 

the cross-correlation of mixed spectra is described and used for the analyses.  The 

apparent concentrations of supergene iron minerals, jarosite, goethite, and hematite, 

directly map the locations of known and suspected acid seeps and springs.  The locations 

of the acid sources are interpreted to be related to topography, geologic structure, and 

precipitation patterns.  Primary hydrothermal alteration minerals have a more complex 

relationship to the acid drainage.  The illite chemistry, interpreted from shifts in the 

~2200 nanometer absorption feature, is somewhat correlated to acid seep locations with 

medium and low aluminum illites dominating the seep zones.  Kaolinite shows an inverse 

relationship to acid seeps in some locations.  The study provides a spatially complete, 

high resolution map of the mineral distributions and apparent concentrations within the 

alteration zones.  The methodology used has applications for exploration, pre-mining site 

characterization, and State of Colorado acid drainage mapping needs. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Thesis and Impact of the Research 

 
 Remote sensing methods are used to identify, map, and characterize natural acid 

drainage (NAD) in the Grizzly Peak Caldera through the mapping of hydrothermal and 

supergene minerals in the source mineralized alteration systems.   

At a site specific level, the research provides a new perspective on the 

hydrothermal and supergene alteration within the caldera through high spatial and 

spectral resolution remote sensing mapping of the surface mineralogy.  Previous work 

characterized the hydrothermal alteration from an economic perspective based on 

conventional field mapping and alteration classifications whereas this work maps the 

mineral content of the entire surface of the altered areas at a resolution of 2.5 meters.  

The hydrothermal mineral mapping in this research defines mineral patterns and 

chemical variations within specific minerals that appear to be related to acid drainage.  

This work also extends previous alteration mapping by characterizing the supergene iron 

mineralogy and its relationship to acid drainage.  Overall, the results identify the 

locations of acid seeps and springs, and explain the controls on the spatial distribution of 

the drainage. 

At a general level, the work builds on and extends previous work on remote 

sensing of acid drainage systems and characterizes an acid system that has been active for 

more than 10,000 years.  The use of partial unmixing instead of feature based 

classification used in much of the previous work allows subtle zoning, particularly of iron 

minerals, to be revealed and the jarosite/goethite ratio to be calculated.  This ratio is a 

single metric that provides a vector to locations with the highest acid source potentials.  
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In addition, the methodology used in the research may be applied to exploration, pre-

mining site characterization, and State of Colorado natural and anthropogenic acidic 

water mapping needs.  From an exploration perspective, the methods described can focus 

sampling on locations that are the most highly mineralized as acid seeps are indicators of 

sulfides in the subsurface.  From a pre-mining site characterization perspective, the 

spatial distribution and controls on acid seeps and springs allow mine planning to be 

undertaken a manner that efficiently mitigates acid drainage hazards.  The methods also 

allow a spatially complete baseline of pre-mining acid drainage impact to be constructed.  

When the instrumentation is available to acquire hyperspectral imaging data of large 

areas at low cost, the methodologies described here may be used to map and characterize 

acid sources on a state wide basis.  Finally, the work describes a new partial unmixing 

method that is relatively immune to illumination variations and spatially coherent noise. 

1.2 Overview   

 
 Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) is a significant problem in both hard and soft rock 

mining districts and often contaminates surface waters significant distances from mine 

sites.  Identification and quantification of AMD is relatively straightforward as the 

locations of mines are known and regulatory agencies are motivated to establish 

ownership provenance to enforce mitigation responsibilities.  Natural Acid Drainage 

(NAD), on the other hand, is often ignored or treated as a curiosity as no commercial 

entity can be assigned responsibility for its existence and the necessity for mitigation of 

naturally occurring pollution may be questioned. 

The impact of NAD may be as significant as AMD.  In both cases, surface waters 

are acidified and metals are mobilized.  Waters thus affected are often incompatible with 

most aquatic life.  Furthermore, toxic metals may be transported into human water 

supplies and precipitated in stream channels significant distances from the source areas. 
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This research utilizes high spectral resolution airborne optical remote sensing to 

identify and map minerals associated with sources of NAD in the Grizzly Peak Caldera in 

Colorado.  The sources of the NAD are mineralized alteration zones that contain 

significant amounts of sulfides.  The surface mineralogy of these zones is a direct 

indicator of their ability to generate NAD. 

Although streams impacted by NAD in the area are easily identified visually by 

the presence of iron and aluminum precipitates (See Figure 1-1) they are often narrow 

and may be difficult to map efficiently with remote sensing technology.  The altered 

source areas, on the other hand, are large and may be identified with relatively low cost 

methods.  Figure 1-2 illustrates the difference in scale between an alteration source and 

the affected drainage. 

The Grizzly Peak Caldera is an Oligocene age explosive volcanic collapse 

structure approximately 20 km by 15 km in size.  The caldera is interpreted to have 

formed as the result of a single explosive event that expelled more than 600 km3 of 

magma.  The resulting volcanic ash was deposited as the compositionally zoned Grizzly 

Peak Tuff.  Most of the tuff unit was ponded within the caldera.  The main stage eruption 

was preceded and succeeded by hydrothermal activity and the deposition of sulfide 

minerals.  The weathering of the sulfides produces the natural acid drainage found in the 

erosional remnants of the caldera today. 

 The Grizzly Peak Caldera straddles the Continental Divide in the Colorado Rocky 

Mountains (Figure 1-3) and lies within Lake, Chaffee, Pitkin, and Gunnison Counties.   

The caldera is bounded east-west by 106° 30’ 15” W and 106° 42’ 30” W and north-

south by  39° 6’ 45” N and 38° 55’ 30” N (NAD27). 

 Two alteration zones within the caldera are the focus of this research (See Figure 

1-4).  They are given the informal names East Red Mountain (or East Red) and West Red 

Mountain (or West Red) following the nomenclature of Cruson (1973).  East Red is 

centered at 106° 30’ 47” W,  39° 1’ 19” N and West Red is centered at 106° 35’ 43” W, 

39° 1’ 7” N (NAD27). The alteration zones may be accessed from South Fork Creek  
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Figure 1-1. Iron and aluminum mineral precipitation.  Iron and aluminum minerals are 
precipitating in South Fork of Lake Creek at the confluence of an acidic drainage. 
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Figure 1-2. Alteration zone and acid stream comparison. The image shows a comparison 
of the size of an alteration zone to the size of a stream affected by acid drainage.  
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Figure 1-3. General location of the Grizzly Peak Caldera. 
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Figure 1-4.  Locations of West Red and East Red alteration systems. 
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Road (National Forest Service Road 391) which is accessed from Highway 82 

approximately 13 kilometers west of Twin Lakes Village.  The base of the east side of 

West Red is directly accessible from Peekaboo Gulch Road (National Forest Service 

Road 393) which intersects South Fork Creek road approximately 7.4 km from Highway 

82.  The west side of West Red is accessible from Lincoln Creek Road (National Forest 

Service Road 106) which intersects Highway 82 west of Independence Pass at the 

Lincoln Gulch Campground.  The summit at East Red is accessible from a gated historic 

mining road located near the Sayres Gulch turnoff on South Fork Creek Road.  The road 

to the top of East Red is closed to vehicles for casual use but access is normally granted 

by the Forest Service for scientific research. 

1.3 Conventions 

 
The International System of Units (SI) is used in this dissertation.  In some cases 

English units may be used when they are found in, and quoted from, previous works.  

Distances greater than 1 kilometer are given in kilometers and distances less than 1 

kilometer are given in meters.  Geographic locations are given as latitude and longitude 

in Degree, Minute, Second format or Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates 

as Eastings and Northings in meters.  All UTM coordinates are in Zone 13.  Geographic 

locations use the North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27).  All spectroscopic 

measurements are given as wavelengths in units of nanometers (nm).  Reflectance values 

are unitless relative reflectance that are relative to either internal calibration standards (in 

the case of airborne data) or a Spectralon® tile (in the case of ground measurements). 

1.4 Summary of Previous Work 

 
The review of previous work focuses on the following: 1) site geology; 2) NAD in 

the study area; 3) remote sensing of acid drainage systems; and 4) partial unmixing 

processing methods. 
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1.4.1 Geology 

 
 The first systematic, modern, study of the Grizzly Peak Caldera was undertaken 

by Cruson (1973).  This work addresses both the general geology of the caldera and the 

economic geology of mineralized alteration systems within the caldera.  Fridrich et al. 

(1991) provide an updated perspective on volcanic and caldera forming processes for the 

area but do not discuss the alteration and mineralization in detail.  Fridrich et al. (1991) is 

used for general geology of the caldera whereas Cruson (1973) is used for details of the 

alteration systems.  The geologic map of Fridrich et al. (1998) is used in digital form. 

1.4.2 Natural Acid Drainage 

 
 Studies of NAD in Colorado were undertaken as early as 1993 by Miller and 

McHugh (1994) of the USGS to establish the natural background for mine remediation.  

This study focuses on the chemical analysis of rock, soil, and water samples from the 

Upper Alamosa River basin in the vicinity of the Summitville Mine.  The researchers 

found that many of the NAD waters contained metal loadings and acidity that exceeded 

water quality standards. 

 The Colorado Geological Survey began investigations of NAD in the Grizzly 

Peak Caldera in 1994.  The original work focused on acidic springs and streams sourced 

with the West Red alteration system.  A spring in Peekaboo Gulch sampled by CGS in 

1994 was found to have concentrations of aluminum, cadmium, copper, iron, silver, 

sulfate, and zinc that were in excess of state water standards and a pH of 2.17 (Neubert et 

al. 2000).  Further work in 1997 found a stream feeding Lincoln Creek to have aluminum, 

cadmium, chromium, copper, iron, manganese, nickel, sulfate, and zinc concentrations 

that exceed standards and a pH of approximately 3 (Neubert et al. 2000).  It was 

recognized in these early investigations that iron and aluminum compounds were being 

precipitated extensively within the affected streams.  It was also determined that mining 
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activity does not significantly contribute to the NAD as the small mines, “drain no water 

and probably do not affect the Peekaboo Gulch springs” (Neubert et al. 2000). 

 A follow up study of the area was conducted by CGS in 1999.  This study 

confirmed the low pH and degraded water qualities found in the previous work and 

identified additional NAD at East Red Mountain (Neubert et al. 2000).  The entire course 

of the South Fork of Lake Creek and the course of Lake Creek below the South Fork – 

North Fork confluence were identified as being impacted by NAD. 

 In 2001, CGS and a number of co-investigators were awarded a NASA Broad 

Agency Announcement (BAA) Grant (NAG13-02026) to study the area with 

hyperspectral remote sensing (Sares et al. in preparation; Hauff, et al. 2003).  This study 

focused on the use of low altitude, high spatial resolution hyperspectral data to map 

minerals within the affected streams.  Two airborne hyperspectral surveys were flown as 

part of the study.  A low altitude AVIRIS flight with a nominal ground resolution of 4 m 

was flown in September of 2002 over part of the study area and a low altitude 

HyperSpecTIR (HST) survey with a nominal ground resolution of 2.5 m was flown in 

September of 2003 over all of the study area.  The HST survey included selective 

coverage of some areas at 1.0 and 0.5 m resolutions.  In excess of 80 sites were sampled 

on the ground in this study.  Spectroscopy with an ASD spectrometer was undertaken on 

the ground samples as well as water chemical analysis (Sares et al. in preparation; Hauff, 

et al. 2003).  The spectroscopic analyses verified the presence of lepidochrosite, 

melanterite, copiapite, jaraosite, schwertmanite, ferrihydrite, maghemite, goethite, and 

hematite within the drainages.  Of these only jarosite, ferrihydrite, goethite, and hematite 

were found in abundances high enough to be identified by airborne imaging spectroscopy 

(Sares et al. in preparation; Hauff, et al. 2003). 
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1.4.3 Remote Sensing of Acid Drainage Systems 

 

The use of hyperspectral data to map minerals associated with AMD is well 

documented in the literature.  King et al. (1995) illustrate that clay and iron minerals can 

be mapped in an AMD environment with airborne spectroscopy and traced to their source 

areas.  Swayze et al. (1996, 1998, and 2000) show that iron minerals that are formed in 

acidic environments can be differentiated with airborne hyperspectral data.  They also 

found that iron mineral zoning related to pH could be mapped in the Leadville Colorado 

Mining District and developed a model of mineral zoning (See Figure 1-5).  Dalton et al. 

(1998) found that both acid generating and acid neutralizing minerals can be mapped 

with airborne spectroscopy.  Ong et al. (2003) extended the previous work to show that 

ground spectroscopic measurements may be used to predict pH through Partial Least 

Squares (PLS) regression.  

1.4.4 Unmixing 

 
 Unmixing is critical in imaging spectrometry since virtually every pixel contains 

some macroscopic mixture of materials.  The theory of, and methods for unmixing of 

spectroscopic signatures are found in a number of sources.  Hapke (1993) provides 

models for linear and non-linear spectral mixing and a discussion of the criteria for using 

each approach.  In Earth remote sensing, a linear mixing model is typically used.  Full 

unmixing which assumes that the spectra of all possible components are known, is 

described by van der Meer (2000) and Boardman (1989).  Since it is often impossible to 

identify, a priori, all possible components, partial unmixing is an important tool.  Match 

Filtering (MF) (Harsanyi and Chang 1994), Constrained Energy Minimization (CEM – 

similar to Match Filtering) (Farrand and Harsanyi 1997; Farrand 2001), and Mixture   
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Figure 1-5. Idealized iron mineral zoning in an acid generating system (from Swayze et 
al. 1996). 
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Tuned Match Filtering (MTMFtm) (Boardman et al. 1995) are commonly used methods 

for partial unmixing.  MTMFtm is probably the most popular unmixing method used for 

geologic remote sensing. 

1.5 Geology 

 
 The Oligocene age Grizzly Peak Caldera formed at approximately 34 to 35 

million years ago (Fridrich et al. 1991; Cruson 1973).  Potassium – Argon age dates for 

rocks associated with the caldera range from 32.9 +/- 1.1 Ma to 36.8 +/- 1.4 Ma (Fridrich 

et al. 1991).  It is the youngest and most northern in an alignment of calderas lying 

northeast of the San Juan volcanic field (Fridrich et al. 1991). 

 The earliest evidence of volcanic activity associated with the caldera is cone 

sheeted fractures some of which are filled with rhyolitic dikes located outside the caldera 

(Fridrich et al. 1991 and Fridrich et al. 1998).  These are interpreted to have formed as a 

result of crustal swelling in response to a rising magmatic body.  This early volcanism is 

associated with hydrothermally altered zones within the caldera at East Red and east and 

south of the caldera itself (Fridrich et al.1991).  These alteration zones are illustrated in 

Figure 1-6.  Cruson (1973) identified early veining and dikes outside the caldera that 

exhibit a radiating geometry.  An early, partially preserved, rhyolite flow was identified 

by Fridrich et al. (1991) as well as high silica rhyolite lithic fragments within the Grizzly 

Peak Tuff. 

 There is little discussion in the literature as to the nature of the pre-collapse 

volcano or volcanic system. Given that the lithologies mapped by Cruson (1973), Fridrich 

et al. (1991), and Fridrich et al. (1998) range from rhyolite to dacite in composition, the 

volcanic edifice was likely a dome or dome complex. 

 The climatic eruption that formed the Grizzly Peak Caldera is interpreted to have 

ejected a minimum of 600 km3 of magma (Fridrich et al. 1991).  This qualifies as an 

ultra-plinian eruption with a volcanic explosivity index (VEI) of 7.  For comparison, the 



 
14 

Figure 1-6.  Alteration index from ASTER SWIR image.  The image shows the intensity of the 2200 nm absorption. 
Faults in blue are from Fridrich et al. (1998).  Coordinates are UTM Zone 13, NAD27 Datum. 
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most comparable modern eruption of this intensity is Tambora, although the Grizzly Peak 

eruption was at least four times larger. 

 The interpretation of the eruptive history has evolved over time.  Cruson (1973) 

believed that there were at least three eruptive phases as evidenced by three distinctive 

tuff units in the caldera.  He informally named these the Tabor Creek Tuff (which is 

rhyolitic to latitic in composition), the Peekaboo Gulch Tuff (which is quartz latite in 

composition), and the Graham Gulch Tuff (which is also quartz latite in composition).  In 

remapping the volcanic stratigraphy, Fridrich et al. (1991) combined these into a single 

compositionally zoned tuff and formally named it the Grizzly Peak Tuff.  Their 

interpretation is that the caldera formed in a single climatic eruption which tapped a 

stratified magma chamber.  This more felsic (top) to more mafic (bottom) magma was 

tapped from the top resulting in a tuff that is zoned from more felsic at the bottom to 

more mafic at the top (Fridrich et al. 1991).  Fridrich et al. (1991) mapped two areas of 

outflow tuffs that compositionally match the Grizzly Peak Tuff but believe that most of 

the tuff was ponded within the coevally collapsing caldera. 

 The identification of vents within a caldera is difficult as many ephemeral vents 

rapidly form, disappear, and may be consumed in an explosive eruption.  Fridrich et al. 

(1991) found preserved vents along some of the collapse structures and “likely” vents in a 

1 km circular zone near the northeast edge of the caldera and 3 km fissure structure near 

the center of the caldera (close to West Red). 

 As stated above, the current eruptive history interpretation is one of a single 

climatic eruption.  The pattern of ring structures points to at least two structural collapse 

zones within the caldera (Fridrich et al. 1991).  An inner collapse occurs from the 

northern rim to approximately the center of the caldera and is nested within the larger 

collapse structure.  Fridrich et al. (1991) interpret the collapse process as a “double 

piston” collapse due to a magma chamber with a cupola or shoulder.  The total 

displacement during caldera formation is estimated to be between 3.5 km near the center 

to 1.0 km at the edges. 
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 Megabreccias formed during and following the caldera collapse (Fridrich et al. 

1991 and Cruson 1973).  Slump wedges occur near the collapse structure ring faults 

greater than 500 m in size (Fridrich et al. 1991) with one mapped by Cruson (1973) with 

a size of “1 mile long by 750 feet thick”.  These wedges transition to sheets, tongues, and 

finally “scattered boulders” as one moves away from the caldera bounding structures 

(Fridrich et al. 1991).  The megabreccias are primarily made up of Precambrian rocks that 

are highly correlated to the lithology of nearby rocks outside the caldera (Fridrich et al. 

1991). 

 Both Fridrich et al. (1991) and Cruson (1973) recognize a final resurgent phase of 

the volcanic system as evidenced by doming, hydrothermal alteration, and late stage 

intrusions.  Fridrich et al. (1991) place the locus of doming in the northern nested 

collapse structure.  The primary evidence for this is brittle deformation of tuffs on ring 

structures and ring faults with an opposite sense of displacement from a collapse.  They 

believe that the intrusive responsible for the resurgent doming was forcibly emplaced.  

Doming is estimated to be at least 2.5 km at the center of the caldera and near 0 km at the 

edges. 

 In summary, the Grizzly Peak Caldera is a classic explosive caldera related to a 

felsic to near intermediate volcanic intrusion.  It probably was relatively short lived 

showing evidence of a single explosive eruptive event.  The climatic eruption was 

preceded by local crustal swelling, formation of extensional cone sheet fractures, 

emplacement of high silica rhyolite intrusives, and hydrothermal activity.  The volcanic 

system was likely a dome or dome complex.  Volcanic venting during the eruptive phase 

occurred through the ring fault structure and possibly from internal pipes and fissures.  

The explosive eruptive phase vented in excess of 600 km3 of magma making the event at 

least a VEI 7 eruption.  The tapped magma was gravity stratified producing a tuff that is 

reverse stratified from rhyolitic (bottom) to latitic (top). The caldera collapsed up to 3.5 

km during the eruption, ponding most of the ash.  The caldera walls slumped and 

collapsed during and after the eruption creating megabreccia facies composed of country 
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rock lithologies.  The eruptive phase was succeeded by resurgent structural doming, late 

stage intrusions, and hydrothermal activity.  Resurgent doming uplift exceeded 2.5 km. 

1.6 Alteration and Mineralization 

 
 The hydrothermal alteration events within the Grizzly Peak Caldera were 

accompanied by the introduction of metallic minerals primarily in the form of sulfides 

(Cruson 1973).   The primary alteration mineralogy is dominated by sericite (illite) and 

kaolinite family clay minerals.  Pyrite is the dominant sulfide mineral with some 

molybdenite and chalcopyrite. 

1.6.1 Alteration 

 
 Hydrothermal alteration occurred prior to the main stage volcanism and during 

the resurgent phase (Fridrich et al. 1991).  Cruson (1973) provides the most detailed 

description of the alteration based on field observation and a limited number of XRD 

analyses.  He defines four types of alteration in the caldera: quartz-sericite, quartz-

sericite-pyrite, argillic, and propylitic.  It is important to note that “sericite” is a generic 

field term for any fine grained “white” mica interpreted to be of hydrothermal origin.  

Mineralogically, sericite is typically illite or muscovite (Thompson and Thompson 1996).   

This nomenclature is complicated by disagreement in the literature over the use of the 

term illite.  CSIRO scientists forgo the term illite and use the more generic term “white 

micas” to describe illitic minerals.  They further subdivide white micas into muscovite, 

paragonite, celadonites, and phengite (Yang, et al. 2001).  In this work, the term illite is 

used to describe all of these minerals.  

 Quartz-sericite alteration in the caldera is described as “light tan to brown rocks 

with minor pyrite” with intensely altered quartz-sericite zones containing “abundant 

secondary quartz” (Cruson 1973).  East Red and West Red are identified as being the 

largest areas of quartz-sericite alteration. 
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 Quartz-sericite-pyrite alteration is identified by Cruson (1973) as being “2 percent 

to 15 percent pyrite with quartz and sericite”.  East Red and West Red are again the 

largest occurrences of this alteration type although he also identifies a significant 

occurrence at a plug in Lincoln Gulch (which is not covered in this research).  This 

alteration type is important as it is the source of the sulfides that generate acid waters in 

the caldera.   

 Argillic alteration is described by Cruson (1973) as being dominated by kaolinite 

and sericite with minor montmorillonite.  He describes the distribution of argillic zones as 

“somewhat erratic” and occurring “within or peripheral” to other alteration zones.  He 

also recognizes that argillic alteration of often closely associated with faults. 

 Propylitic alteration is characterized in the caldera by the presence of chlorite, 

calcite, epidote, and pyrite (Cruson 1973).  He states that this style of alteration is 

primarily found in a flow breccia. 

1.6.2 Mineralization 

 
 Mineralization in the form of metallic sulfides is the source of the NAD within the 

caldera.  Thus, an understanding of the mineralizing events is essential to an 

understanding of the NAD.    

The term “mineralization” may be used in either an economic geology sense or a 

purely geologic sense.  Mineralization in economic geology implies the presence of 

potentially economic concentrations of metals as elements or compounds.  From a 

geologic process perspective, however, the presence of any metallic element or 

compound, whether it is ore or gangue constitutes mineralization.  The latter, broad 

definition of mineralization is used in this work.  Thus pyrite, without any potentially 

economic metals is considered mineralization. 

 The alteration zones within the caldera contain molybdenum and copper as 

economic mineralization and iron as gangue mineralization.  These metals occur as  
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molybdenite (MoS2), chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), and pyrite (FeS2) (Cruson 1973).  The 

mineralized zones appear to be structurally controlled and lie on caldera related structures 

(See Figure 1-7).  Mineralization occurs primarily within quartz stockworks and veins.  

Both the mineralization and quartz were deposited by metal-rich volatiles exsolved from 

the quartz-rich felsic magma (Cruson 1973).  The volatiles were likely caustic brines with 

a pH in the range of 7 to 10 (Cruson 1973).  Although subsequent work has not found the 

mineralization in the caldera to be economic, the total sulfide content of the mineralized 

zones is very high.  Cruson (1973) identified zones with as much as 15% sulfide content. 

1.7 Acid Drainage 

 
 The oxidation of sulfide minerals in the weathering zone results in acidic waters 

that carry dissolved metallic cations.  When this situation occurs in active or historic 

mine sites the result is Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) whereas in areas with no mining 

activity the result is Acid Rock Drainage (ARD) or Natural Acid Drainage (NAD).  The 

processes involved in the generation of acidic surface and ground waters whether mining 

related or natural, are identical.  The necessary components are sulfides, water, and 

oxygen, although micro-organisms play a significant role as accelerators of the reaction 

rates. 

The chemical oxidation of pyrite is summarized by Herbert (1999) and Miller and 

McHugh (1994) as follows: 

 

FeS2(s) + 7/4O2(g) + H2O(aq) => Fe2+(aq) + 2SO4
2-(aq) + 2H+(aq)  1.1  

Fe2+(aq) + 1/4O2(g) + H+(aq) => Fe3+(aq) + 1/2H2O(aq)    1.2 

FeS2(s) + 14Fe3+(aq) + 8H2O(aq) => 15Fe2+(aq) + 2SO4
2-(aq) + 16H+(aq) 1.3 

 

Reaction 1.3 controls the oxidation rate and slows as pH decreases (Miller and McHugh 

1994).  In natural settings, however, biological oxidation by a number of bacteria, 
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Figure 1-7. Association between structures and alteration.  Alteration zones within the 
Grizzly Peak Caldera are mapped from ASTER SWIR data.  Structures are extracted 
from Fridrich et al. (1998). Coordinates are UTM Zone 13, NAD27 Datum. 
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primarily Thiobaccilus ferrooxidans and Ferrobaccilus ferrooxidans, may speed up the 

reaction rate by 4 to 6 orders of magnitude (Herbert 1999; Miller and McHugh 1994).  

Taken as an end to end reaction, each mole of pyrite generates 4 moles of H+ ions. 

In low lying topography the oxidation of pyrite would rapidly progress downward 

to the water table and stop as oxygen is not abundant below the vadose zone.  Mining 

related acid drainage is caused by changing the water table level (through excavations or 

pumping) or direct removal and exposure of sulfides on the surface (e.g., in mine dumps).  

In the case of the natural acid drainage in the study area, the high relief of the topography 

allows mass wasting to continuously expose fresh sulfides to oxidation. 

1.8 Hyperspectral Imaging 

 
 Hyperspectral imaging (HSI) systems make many narrow wavelength domain 

measurements (or samples) of reflected electromagnetic radiation (EMR) from the 

Earth’s surface.  Although it is the subject of some argument, systems with a spectral 

resolution of 20 nm or finer per band are generally considered hyperspectral.  These are 

imaging systems because they sample every part of the surface within their field of view 

(FOV).  The spatial size of each individual sample is called the instantaneous ground 

field of view (IGFOV) and is a function of an optical characteristic of the system called 

the instantaneous field of view (IFOV) and the altitude of the platform above the ground 

surface.  The relationship between the IGFOV (i.e., pixel size), the IFOV, and the 

platform altitude is: IGFOV (in meters) = IFOV (in radians) * Altitude (in meters, AGL).  

Thus, each measurement is the average spectra over an area of the surface which is 

portrayed as a pixel in the image data.  The systems used in this study cover 

approximately the visible blue (400 nm) to shortwave infrared (2500 nm) range of EMR. 
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1.9 Spectroscopy 

 
 The interaction between electromagnetic radiation and matter is wavelength 

dependent; some EMR is absorbed through various mechanisms and some is reflected.  

Measurements of the reflectance spectra of materials can be used to identify many 

materials.  This is the foundation of reflectance spectroscopy and hyperspectral imaging. 

 The mechanisms that cause EMR to be absorbed by materials are wavelength 

dependent.  Electron transition effects are dominant at short wavelength, lattice vibrations 

at intermediate wavelengths, and molecular rotations at long wavelengths.  Electron 

transitions may take the form of color centers, crystal field effects, charge transfer, 

excitons, and interband and impurity transitions (Hapke 1993).  For the iron minerals that 

dominate acid systems, crystal field effects and charge transfer are the primary 

mechanisms of electron transitions (Hapke 1993).  Lattice vibrations take the form of 

stretching and bending of molecular bonds in which the dipole moment of the bond is 

changed (Hapke 1993; King et al. 1995).  Electromagnetic radiation may cause a bond 

vibration to switch from a lower to higher vibrational energy state and thus absorb energy 

(Hapke 1993).  The primary absorption bands resulting from this are centered at thermal 

wavelengths but have overtones in the shortwave infrared (SWIR).  For alteration 

minerals in the systems studied, Al-OH and Mg-OH bonds are the most important and 

produce absorption bands near 2200 nm and 2300 nm.   

1.10 Mineral Identification 

 
 Mineral identification and mapping focuses on the hydrothermal alteration 

minerals and supergene iron minerals associated with sulfide oxidation.  Illite is the 

dominant mineral in the quartz-sericite alteration zones while kaolinite, dickite, and 

pyrophyllite occur in the argillic zones.  Sulfide mineralization occurs within, or close to, 

these alteration zones (Cruson 1973).  Jarosite, goethite, and hematite are mapped as 
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direct indicators of acid generation.  In AMD systems, a large variety of minerals, 

particularly sulfate salts, may be found (Hammarstrom et al. 2005).  The most common 

iron minerals, however, are copiapite, jarosite, schwertmanite, ferrihydrite, goethite, and 

hematite.  Each of these minerals is stable under specific pH conditions and act as pH 

indicators (See Table 1-1) (Swayze et al. 2000; Hauff et al. 2003; Montero et al. 2005; 

Sares et al. in preparation).  Within the alteration zones, jarosite, goethite, and hematite 

dominate. 

 
Table 1-1. The pH stability ranges for minerals found in acid drainage systems (data from 
Montero et al. (2005) and Hauff et al. (2003)) 
 
pH Mineral Comments 

< 1.5 Copiapite  

1.5-3.0 Jarosite  

3.0-4.5 Schwertmanite  

>5 Ferrihydrite  

4.5-6.0 Goethite May form from Jarosite, Schwertmanite, or Ferrihydrite 

~ 7 Hematite May form by dehydration of Goethite or Ferrihydrite 

   

The supergene iron minerals are identified by their characteristic visible to near 

infrared (VNIR) spectra (See Figure 1-8).  Electron transition absorptions around 900 nm 

vary subtly in wavelength and intensity based on the crystal structure and bonds around 

the Fe cations (Montero et al. 2005).  These absorptions are manifested as broad, 

relatively weak features.  

The hydrothermal alteration minerals are identified by characteristic absorption 

features in the SWIR (See Figure 1-9).  These features are due to molecular vibrations 

and are manifested as narrow, relatively strong, absorptions.  Illite is broken down into 

three compositional types: high, medium, and low aluminum.  Work by Yang, et al. 

(2001) show that cation substitutions change the position of the 2200 nm illite absorption  
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Iron Mineral Spectra
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Figure 1-8. VNIR spectra of iron minerals. (Data from Clark et al. 1993)
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Clay Mineral Spectra
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Figure 1-9. SWIR spectra of clay minerals. (Data from Clark et al. 1993)
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minimum.  High Al illites have absorption minima at wavelengths less than 2200 nm, 

medium Al illites have absorption minima in the 2200-2208 nm range and low Al illites 

have absorption minima at greater than 2210 nm. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
METHODS 

 

2.1 Instrumentation 

 
 The mineral mapping described here is undertaken with several instruments.  

Airborne HSI data were acquired with the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging 

Spectrometer (AVIRIS) and HyperSpecTIR (HST).  Ground spectroscopic data were 

acquired with a TerraSpec portable spectrometer.  Regional alteration mapping was done 

with the satellite-borne Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection 

Radiometer (ASTER).  In addition, ancillary data in the form of a Digital Elevation 

Model (DEM) and digital color aerial photography were utilized.  The data used for the 

analyses may be found in Appendix A. 

2.1.1 AVIRIS 

 
 AVIRIS is an airborne imaging spectrometer operated by NASA’s Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory (JPL).  It acquires 224 channels of reflected radiance data between 380 nm 

and 2500 nm wavelengths (Lundeen 2006).  Each channel has a nominal spectral 

bandwidth of 10 nm (Lundeen 2006).  It is a whiskbroom electro-optical sensor with an 

IFOV of 1 milliradian.  Each scanline consists of 677 samples across track.  Each 

flightline is collected as a continuous image but delivered as multiple images cubes of 

512 lines each (Lundeen 2006).  The data are encoded at 12 bit resolution. 

AVIRIS is flown on four different aircraft depending on the mission 

specifications (Lundeen 2006).  For this project, the instrument was flown aboard a 

DeHavilland Twin Otter (DHC-6) operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
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Administration (NOAA) (Sares et al. in preparation).  The survey was flown at a nominal 

ground clearance of 4 km resulting in a nominal IGFOV (pixel size) of 4 m.  Given the 

highly variable relief in the survey area the actual pixel sizes vary considerably. 

AVIRIS data are “system” radiometrically and geometrically corrected by JPL.  

System corrections utilize only parameters that are acquired by the instrument and 

supporting equipment and not location or ground dependent characteristics (e.g., local 

topography).   The data are radiometrically corrected to a reflected internal light source 

(Optronics Laboratories Inc. Q-1000 lamp).  The correction converts the raw instrument 

digital numbers to radiance at sensor in microwatts per square centimeter per nanometer 

per steradian, (µW / cm2 / nm / sr) with an absolute accuracy of 7% and a relative 

accuracy (during a single flight) of 2% (Lundeen 2006).  The radiance data are rescaled 

to 16 bit integers with documented biases and gains.  When collected at low altitude on 

the Twin Otter aircraft AVIRIS data suffer from severe distortions due to aircraft motion 

(roll, pitch, and yaw) and local topography that make the raw data unusable (See Figure 

2-1).  Geometric correction of the data is accomplished by a ray tracing approach 

described by Boardman (1999).  This method utilizes an onboard integrated Global 

Positioning System and Inertial Navigation System (GPS/INS) that provides the aircraft 

position and attitude.  The data from the GPS/INS is used to remove the aircraft motion 

from the raw data (See Figure 2-2).  The image data are projected to a horizontal plane at 

an altitude extracted from the GTOPO30 global DEM.  Since the image data are not fully 

orthorectified, the local topography may contribute to distortions in the processed images.  

In addition, the GTOPO30 database has a nominal resolution of 1 km which further 

contributes to geometric errors in the images.  AVIRIS operates at a fixed scan rate of 12 

KHz which may result in under-sampling (i.e., unmeasured pixels) when ground 

clearance becomes small.  In addition, severe topography can result in an apparent shift in 

scanline position.  These were a significant problem in the study area as the aircraft 

ground clearance was minimal over the alteration zones (See Figure 2-3). 
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Figure 2-1. Raw low altitude AVIRIS data.  The image shows geometric distortions from 
aircraft motions at low altitude (from Boardman 1999). 
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Figure 2-2. Corrected low altitude AVIRIS data.  This is the same image as Figure 2-2 
but with the standard JPL geometric corrections applied (from Boardman 1999). 
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Figure 2-3.  AVIRIS data artifacts in high relief areas.  When the ground clearance is too 
low, some areas are unsampled.  In areas with steep slopes scanlines have an apparent 
shift. 
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2.1.2 HyperSpecTIR 

 
 HyperSpecTIR (HST) is an airborne imaging spectrometer operated by SpecTIR 

Corporation of Reno, Nevada.  It collects 227 channels of reflected radiance data between 

450 nm and 2450 nm wavelengths.  The nominal spectral bandwidth of each channel may 

be configured between 5 nm and 10 nm.  A bandwidth of 10 nm was used for this survey.  

The instrument IFOV is 1 milliradian.  The HyperSpecTIR instruments are a hybrid 

design that can not be easily classified under standard instrument designations (i.e., 

whiskbroom or pushbroom).   The instrument utilizes 2-D detector arrays and complex 

articulated mirrors to image the target.  The mirrors are controlled by an onboard 

GPS/INS system to perform real time compensation for aircraft motion and attitude.   

Motion compensation permits an extended dwell time on the ground target to increase the 

signal collected (Vaughan and Calvin 2004).  The data are collected as a sequence of 

frames along each flightline.  Each frame constitutes an image cube the size of which is 

dependent on the aircraft altitude and speed.  As the altitude is reduced or speed increased 

the spatial size of the image cube is reduced to allow complete image acquisition.  For 

this study, each frame is 330 samples (along track) by 615 lines (across track).  In many 

ways the spatial acquisition method is similar to aerial photography.  Each flightline 

acquired by the system must be carefully planned taking topography into account so as to 

avoid any gaps in data acquisition.   Vaughn and Calvin (2004) calculated a signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) in the VNIR of about 250. 

 HST may be flown in any aircraft that is equipped with a standard aerial 

photography belly port.  Glass covering the port must be removed to avoid signal 

attenuation and wavelength depended artifacts in the SWIR.  For this study the 

instrument was flown in a Cessna 310 twin engine aircraft.  The alteration zones were 

flown at a nominal ground clearance of 2.5 km producing a nominal pixel size of 2.5 m.  

Given the highly variable relief in the survey area the actual pixel sizes vary 

considerably. 
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HST system radiometric and geometric corrections are performed by the 

instrument during flight and post flight by SpecTIR Corporation.  The details of on board 

calibration are proprietary to SpecTIR Corporation.  The apparent reflectance calibration 

is calculated with a modified version of Modtran 4 and includes some proprietary 

“spectral polishing” (LaVeigne personal communication; Smailbegovich personal 

communication).  Geometric correction of the data is accomplished by both the 

instrument and through use of a SpecTIR software package (“HST Georectification 

v3.4”).  The HST instrument utilizes an “optical steering” approach to compensate for 

some aircraft motion (pitch and roll) resulting in raw image frames that are relatively 

undistorted (See Figure 2-4).  The image cubes, however, are not automatically corrected 

for the yaw (crab) of the aircraft.  This results in images that are skewed in relation to the 

ground.  The skew is removed with the HST georectification package which was 

provided by SpecTIR Corporation for this study.  This spatially corrects the image cubes 

for aircraft crab as well as approximate frame overlap for the nominal ground clearance.  

The software requires multiple iterations through different crab angles and ground 

clearances to achieve a best possible, albeit, not perfect, result (See Figure 2-5). 

2.1.3 Terraspec 

 
 The Terraspec spectroradiometer is a field portable reflectance spectrometer that 

is commonly used in the mineral exploration industry.  The instrument utilizes an internal 

controlled light source to illuminate a small sample.  Measurements are made between 

350 nm and 2500 nm.  The spectral bandwidth is variable: 3 nm @ 700 nm, 6 nm @ 1400 

nm, and 7 nm @ 2150 nm (ASD 2006).  The entire spectral range is sampled every 100 

milliseconds but multiple samples are normally collected and averaged to reduce the 

instrument noise.  A one-dimensional 512-element silicon photodiode array is used for 

measurements in the VNIR and two cooled indium-gallium-arsenide photodiodes are 

used for measurements in the SWIR (ASD 2006).  The SWIR wavelengths are measured 
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Figure 2-4. Raw HST data frame.  Each data frame is automatically corrected for aircraft 
motion.   
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Figure 2-5.  HST data geometrically corrected with “HST Georectification v3.4”.  This 
automated correction produces a best fit but inexact geometric correction that requires 
additional manual correction. 
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sequentially during the 100 ms sample period with a rotating mirror and diffraction 

grating assembly. 

2.1.4 ASTER 

 
 ASTER is a multispectral, satellite-borne imaging system that is installed aboard 

the Terra platform.  It collects images in the VNIR, SWIR, and TIR ranges from an 

orbital altitude of 705 km.  ASTER is a moderate resolution system with pixels sizes of 

15 m in the VNIR, 30 m in the SWIR and 90 m in the TIR (Abrams and Hook 2002).  

Image data acquired by the system are used to map general regional alteration 

mineralogy.  ASTER does not have high enough spectral resolution to identify and map 

specific minerals but may be used to differentiate broad mineral families 

2.1.5 Digital Elevation Model 

 
A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is an important ancillary dataset in this study 

as the locations of natural acid seeps are often controlled by topography.  The DEM used 

here is extracted from the National Elevation Dataset (NED) (USGS 1999).  The data 

have a posting interval (i.e., ground resolution) of 1/3 arc second which is approximately 

10 m at middle latitudes.  The data are resampled to 10 m resolution and cast into the 

UTM projection in NAD27 datum. 

2.1.6 Color Digital Aerial Photography 

 
 Natural color digital aerial photography from the National Agricultural Imagery 

Program (NAIP) is utilized as a high resolution base image.  This imagery was collected 

during the summer of 2005 under contract with the United States Department of 

Agriculture (USDA 2005).  The imagery is corrected for topographic relief 

(orthorectified) and tied to existing black and white digital orthophoto quadrangles 
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(USDA 2005).   The imagery has a ground resolution of 1 m and a positional accuracy of 

+/- 3 m.  Imagery from this dataset is recast to UTM projection in NAD27 datum. 

2.2 HSI Data Acquisition 

 
 HSI data were collected as part of a NASA study (NAG13-02026) over a two year 

period.  AVIRIS data were acquired in late September of 2002 and HST data were 

acquired in September of 2003 (Sares et al. in preparation).  The late fall time frame was 

selected to coincide with low water flow in the streams.   

2.2.1 AVIRIS 

 
 The AVIRIS data were acquired on September 23rd and 24th of 2002.  The ground 

conditions for data acquisition were acceptable but not optimal.  Light snow cover and 

clouds are present in some of the imagery.  The data acquisition planning and execution 

resulted in a number of coverage gaps (Peters personal communication).  At the time of 

the survey, a low altitude AVIRIS mission had not been flown in an area of extremely 

high relief.  In the planning stage, assumptions were made about the flight specifications 

that turned out to be incorrect.  The mission execution team at JPL also made a number of 

transcription errors that resulted in misplaced and un-acquired flight lines (Peters 

personal communication).   Problems were exacerbated by an inability of the project 

science team to communicate easily with the NOAA flight crew and on-board JPL 

representative. 

Because of security policies, AVIRIS was flown from a base at Denver 

International Airport rather than Leadville Airport.  This resulted in very long transit 

times, minimal survey time, and very long mission days.  The distance to the survey area 

and the short project window eliminated the possibility of the flight crew undertaking a 

ground based reconnaissance of the survey area.  This resulted in a lack of appreciation 

on the part of the flight crew of the severity of the terrain.  In some cases the crew 
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aborted flightlines because they approached the terrain in an unsafe manner (e.g., flying 

up canyons instead of down).  These factors, combined with turbulent conditions 

exhausted the flight crew and they were, thus, unavailable for planned daily pre-flight 

and post-flight briefings (Hauff personal communication). 

 Regardless of gaps in the AVIRIS coverage, the survey was important as a 

baseline study for flying high resolution, low altitude surveys in high relief terrain.  All of 

the shortcomings of the AVIRIS survey were addressed in the HST survey.  Most 

importantly, overlap between the AVIRIS and HST surveys permit the AVIRIS data to be 

used as a radiometric standard for the HST data. 

2.2.2 HST 

 
 An initial attempt was made on September 8th, 2003 to acquire HST data of the 

NASA project area.  This was aborted due to an early winter storm.  The flight crew 

returned and continued operations on September 23rd to 25th.  Ground conditions were 

acceptable with some residual snow cover from the early September storm.  Flight 

planning for the HST mission was undertaken in close cooperation with personnel at 

SpecTIR Corporation.  The entire NASA study area was covered with overlapping 

flightlines at 2.5 m nominal resolution.  Critical acid drainages within the Grizzly Peak 

Caldera were covered with flightlines at 1.0 m resolution.  A few test flightlines were 

planned at 0.5 m resolution to be flown on an ad hoc basis as time and safety allowed.  

The entire survey was successfully executed.  The success of the survey was largely due 

to close communication between the project science team and the flight operations team.  

The survey was flown out of Leadville Airport allowing local conditions to be monitored 

closely.  The flight operations team provided daily pre-flight briefings on planned 

acquisition and post-flight reviews of daily acquisition.  Post flight reviews included 

“quicklook” imagery of the data acquired allowing on-site quality assessment to be 

performed.  The flight crew also spent time on the ground reviewing the location of 

critical targets and potentially hazardous terrain.   
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2.3 Data Quality 

 
 The hyperspectral data suffer from a number of data quality issues.  These fall 

into two general classes of quality degradation: poor survey conditions and instrument 

artifacts.  The instruments were equally affected by non-optimal survey conditions.  

Whereas the AVIRIS instrument is well characterized and largely free of significant 

defects, the HST instrument exhibits a number of problems. 

2.3.1 Survey Conditions 

 
 Both the AVIRIS and HST surveys were flown under acceptable, but not ideal, 

seasonal, ground, and terrain conditions.  In order to produce the highest possible signal 

during data acquisition, hyperspectral data should be collected close to the summer 

solstice when solar elevation is at a maximum.  This time period, unfortunately, coincides 

with the maximum snowmelt and runoff in the survey area.  Since the NASA project 

focused on remote sensing of mineral precipitates in the stream channels, a late fall image 

acquisition date was selected.  This coincided with the annual snowpack and runoff 

minimum.  Both surveys were timed to “thread the needle” between the summer 

thunderstorm season which is accompanied by daily cloud cover, and the winter storm 

season.  In both cases some snow had already accumulated in the survey area.  This 

resulted in sub-optimal ground conditions for remote sensing.  Finally, the rugged, high 

relief, terrain of the survey area resulted in uncorrectable geometric distortions. 

2.3.2 Instrument Defects 

 
 The AVIRIS instrument is well characterized and free of significant defects.  It is 

subject to regular quality control test flights to verify data quality.  AVIRIS does, 

however, have spectrometer crossover artifacts.  These are artifacts that occur where 

different physical spectrometers in the instrument meet or overlap (See Figure 2-6).  In  
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Figure 2-6. AVIRIS spectral plot showing spectrometer crossover effects.
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AVIRIS these artifacts occur between channels 29 and 33 (645 nm and 654 nm) and 

channels 95 and 97 (1248 nm and 1253 nm).   

The HST instrument, while innovative, had a number of data quality issues.  The 

most significant of these is data striping (See Figure 2-7).  The hybrid pushbroom design 

of HST is inherently subject to striping.  Each image column is detected by a different 

detector column in a 2-D solid state array.  Thus, subtle sensitivity differences between 

detector columns result in image striping.  The striping is non-periodic and impossible to 

remove by conventional image filtering techniques without introducing artifacts that are 

more problematic than the striping itself.  It was, therefore, not removed.  A second 

defect that affects the data is the goniometric effect.  This is a wavelength and look-

direction-dependent change in signal.  The effect is manifested as an increase in the 

signal of shorter wavelengths at both edges of each HST image frame (See Figure 2-8).  

While this type of artifact is normally relatively simple to remove from most datasets, it 

proved impossible to correct in HST data.  The normal method of correcting goniometric 

effects is to fit a curve to the average of the image columns as each column has a 

consistent goniometric effect (Landgrebe 2003).  Unfortunately, the “optical steering” 

motion compensation used by HST decouples the goniometric effect from the image 

geometry.  Thus, the goniometric effect varies along each column and can not be 

corrected by any simple approach.  A spectrometer “crossover” artifact is found in some 

pixels at the boundary of channels 42 and 43 (915 nm and 923 nm) (See Figure 2-9).  

This was removed by selectively shifting part of the spectrum.  The code to perform this 

may be found in Appendix B.  The final artifact seen in the HST data is an increase in 

radiance at long wavelengths (See Figure 2-10).  This was recognized by the instrument 

engineers at SpecTIR but not fully understood (Peppin personal communication).  This 

artifact was corrected by calibrating the HST data to the AVIRIS data through the 

empirical line method as described in the next section. 
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Figure 2-7.  HST image striping.  The image is highly stretched to show horizontal and 
vertical striping and banding. 
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Figure 2-8. HST goniometric effects.  The off-nadir image columns have goniometric 
effects that are particularly evident in the visible blue region. 
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Figure 2-9. HST spectral plot showing spectrometer crossover effect. 
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Figure 2-10.  Long wavelength artifact in HST data. 
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2.4 Data-specific Corrections 

 
 As discussed previously, the hyperspectral data are provided with basic 

systematic corrections applied.  Further corrections are needed, however, to 

radiometrically calibrate the data to reflectance and geometrically tie the data accurately 

to the ground. 

2.4.1 Radiometric Corrections 

 
 The identification and mapping of minerals with hyperspectral data require that 

the image data be corrected to relative reflectance so that direct comparison with field 

and library spectra can be undertaken.  The raw AVIRIS data were delivered as radiance 

at sensor while the HST data were delivered as both radiance at sensor and reflectance.  

The HST reflectance is calculated by SpecTIR Corp. with a modified version of the 

MODerate spectral resolution atmospheric TRANSmittance algorithm (MODTRAN 

V4R1) and includes some proprietary “spectral polishing” (LaVeigne, personal 

communication; Smailbegovich, personal communication). 

 The AVIRIS data used in this study are considered the “gold standard” for 

radiometric accuracy.  AVIRIS data have a signal to noise ratio of approximately 500:1 

in the VNIR while HST data are approximately 250:1 in the VNIR (Vaughn and Calvin 

2004).  Therefore the AVIRIS data are carefully calibrated and used as a calibration base 

for the HST data.  

A number of approaches were tested for calibration of the AVIRIS data.  Data 

dependent internal average reflectance (IAR) and flat-field approaches were found to be 

inadequate due to extensive vegetation cover and lack of large spectrally flat areas.  A 

calibration site on the shore of Twin Lakes Reservoir was used to perform empirical line 

calibration with good results.  The empirical line approach was, however, considered 

risky given the variable ground clearances present in the survey.  Thus, it was felt that it  
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may not produce adequate results over the entire survey.  For comparison, a model-based 

calibration was carried out using the Fast Line-of-sight Atmospheric Analysis of Spectral 

Hypercubes (FLAASH) software versions 1.0 and 2.0.  The results from the FLAASH 

calibration produced results at least as good as the empirical line calibration.  FLAASH 

also permits local variations in ground clearance to be taken into account so that it can be 

applied to any location in the survey area.  All of the AVIRIS data analyzed were 

calibrated with FLAASH.  The FLAASH parameters used for calibration are given in 

Appendix C. 

 As a quality check on the FLAASH calibration, a comparison was made between 

the AVIRIS results and a known outcrop of pyrophyllite at West Red.  Pyrophyllite has 

very sharp absorptions in the SWIR.  The position of these absorptions was compared 

among the calibrated AVIRIS data, the spectra of pyrophyllite from the USGS spectral 

library of Clark et al. (1993), and the spectrum of a sample collected in the field.  The 

correlations among the AVIRIS spectrum and the USGS and ground spectra are excellent 

(See Figure 2-11). 

 An attempt was made to calibrate the HST radiance data to reflectance using 

FLAASH.  This produced marginal results.  The FLAASH package is designed to 

process a variety of common sensors but does not include the HST instrument.  Although 

it may be adapted to an unknown sensor, it did not work well with the HST instrument.  

The reflectance HST data provided by SpecTIR Corp. are acceptable but contained a 

number of residual sensor and atmospheric artifacts typical of those described by Clark et 

al. (2002).  Fortunately, there is significant overlap between the AVIRIS data and HST 

data in many areas.  The final approach to calibration of the HST is to select common 

pixels in AVIRIS and HST and use an empirical line correction to correct the HST 

reflectance data to the AVIRIS reflectance data.  This produces results that correlate well 

with the AVIRIS data and ground spectroscopy.  The HST data have a lower signal-to-

noise ratio than the AVIRIS data, particularly in the SWIR.  The noise is reduced in the  
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Figure 2-11.  Image, library, and field pyrophyllite spectra. Comparison of an AVIRIS 
pyrophyllite spectrum from West Red with a USGS pyrophyllite spectrum from USGS 
Spectral Library (Clarke et al. 1993) and a spectrum collected in the field (pyg-10a.003). 
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images by performing a 3x3 low pass filter on the data.  This sacrifices some image 

sharpness but significantly reduces noise.   

All of the calibrated data are scaled from two-byte integer to floating point 

relative reflectance values (0.0 – 1.0) by simple division by the documented sensor gain. 

2.4.2 Geometric Corrections 

 
 Both the AVIRIS and HST data are geometrically corrected by the data suppliers 

for aircraft motion.  Low altitude AVIRIS data are corrected by the method described by 

Boardman (1999).  The HST data are internally, optically corrected by the instrument 

(Watts et al. 2001).  In addition, the HST data are corrected for aircraft altitude and crab 

with a proprietary SpecTIR Corporation package (“HST Georectification v3.4”).  Both 

datasets are uncorrected for terrain displacement (i.e., the data are not orthorectified).  

Since comprehensive camera models or rational polynomial models are not available for 

AVIRIS or HST, orthorectification was not performed on these data.  Instead, the data are 

manually tied to the NAIP natural color image with ground control points (GCP’s). 

 The approach to correction of the images with GCP’s varies depending on the 

local relief.  In low relief areas such as streams in valley floors, a first order polynomial 

warp is used.  In high relief areas where significant topographic distortion exists, a 

triangulation warp is used.  All data are resampled with nearest neighbor interpolation.  It 

is important to note that high order polynomial warping is not used as the terrain effects 

can not be modeled with polynomials and polynomials of order greater than one 

introduce unrealistic distortions.  The AVIRIS data require additional processing to fill in 

zones of null data introduced by the aircraft motion corrections.  This is accomplished 

using a surface fitting routine designed for replacing bad or undefined values in 

topographic data (“Replace Bad Values” function in ENVI).  This processing is primarily 

undertaken to make the images aesthetically pleasing. 
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The image corrections may be summarized as follows: 

 

 AVIRIS 

A. Calibrate AVIRIS to reflectance using FLAASH 

B. Replace internal null data with ENVI “Replace Bad Values” 

C. Select GCP’s between AVIRIS and NAIP image 

D. Warp AVIRIS using first-order-polynomial and nearest neighbor interpolation 

(or triangulation, depending on the setting) 

 

HST 

A. Build HST flightlines using SpecTIR “HST Georectification v3.4” 

B. Select GCP’s between HST and NAIP image 

C. Warp AVIRIS using first-order-polynomial and nearest neighbor interpolation 

(or triangulation, depending on the setting) 

D. Calibrate HST to reflectance using empirical line method with AVIRIS data 

as the target spectrum 

2.5 Data Analysis 

 
 Many geologic remote sensing studies follow a fairly standard sequence of 

analyses that are largely dependent on tools and techniques developed by the USGS or 

that are available in the ENVI software package.  In this study, a different approach is 

taken for data analysis.  This is due to both the unique issues with HST data and the 

experiences of the author.  That being the case, the commonly used approaches are 

described with the goal of justifying the methods used in this study.   

Remote sensing data analysis involves the inversion of the (usually) calibrated 

HSI data (or other data) into mineral classes or proportions.  In all cases, the minerals of 

interest need to be identified through a process called endmember identification.  Two 
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general types of inversion may be utilized: mineral classification or mineral unmixing.  

Classification methods assign a single, unique mineral endmember identification (or a so 

called “nonesuch” class) to each pixel in an image.  Unmixing methods are more 

sophisticated and assign a proportional amount of each mineral endmember to each pixel 

(or the unmixing equivalent of “nonesuch” which is called “background”).  To simplify 

the analysis, a subset of the image feature space is often used to speed up calculations, 

focus the problem, or resolve ill-conditioned matrix calculations.  This feature selection 

process may involve selecting a subset of image bands or re-projection and pruning of the 

feature space.  

2.5.1 Endmember Identification 

 
 The identification of mineral endmembers in HSI data is the starting point 

for data analysis.  An endmember may be a pure mineral spectrum or a mixture of spectra 

of materials of interest.  Endmembers may be identified through automated or manual 

data mining techniques, by direct measurements taken in the field, or a combination of 

these techniques.  Regardless of which approach to endmember selection is undertaken, it 

is generally considered best to use spectra extracted from the image data as endmembers 

for further data analysis.  Image derived endmembers are viewed as being superior to 

spectral library or laboratory endmembers because they contain any residual atmospheric 

and instrumental characteristics (van der Meer 2000). 

A common data mining method used for endmember identification is described in 

Boardman et al. (1995) and has been given the name Pixel Purity Index (PPI).  This is 

implemented in the ENVI software package.  The PPI method involves iterative 

identification of image pixels that are outliers within the multidimensional data vector 

space.  “The Pixel Purity Index is computed by repeatedly projecting n-dimensional 

scatterplots onto a random unit vector. The extreme pixels in each projection-those pixels 

that fall onto the ends of the unit vector-are recorded and the total number of times each 
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pixel is marked as extreme is noted.” (RSI 2005a)  Although the technique identifies 

“mathematically” good endmembers, it is unconstrained by any a priori knowledge of the 

field occurrences of minerals or minerals that are of interest in the study. 

A second school of thought on endmember selection is based on building a large 

body of a priori knowledge of the field mineral occurrences.  This approach involves the 

development and/or research of geologic models for the studied systems, manual data 

mining of the spectral response of image pixels, and collection and spectroscopic analysis 

of field samples.  The approach does not lend itself to a rote sequence of activities, but 

follows an iterative paradigm of building a knowledge base of endmember minerals 

through a number of activities.  The easiest (and cheapest) activity is a review of the 

literature to get a basic understanding of the geologic systems in the study area.  From 

this, general ideas may be developed about the types of minerals that will be found in the 

field.  If imagery data have already been acquired, it is often useful to manually inspect 

the spectra of image pixels.  This activity, a “virtual field trip”, helps to determine if the 

image spectroscopy makes sense in light of the geologic model and provides some 

guidance for field work.  Direct field inspection of the ground is the most critical aspect 

of endmember selection.  Sample locations are visited based on the literature, the 

preliminary image analysis, and geologic experience.  The sampled materials are 

subjected to field or laboratory spectroscopic analysis to determine the suite of minerals 

that is present and important to the study.  These activities are repeated and may continue 

through-out the study as the detailed geologic model evolves.  In most cases, however, 

the most abundant and important endmember minerals are quickly identified.  

2.5.2 Feature Selection 

 
Feature space is the name given to the vector space over all of the HSI bands.  

Feature selection and feature extraction are methods for selecting or extracting a subset of 

the feature space for processing.  Imaging spectrometer data are, in general, 
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overdetermined with high band-to-band correlation (De Backer et al. 2005).  Samples 

extracted from HSI data almost universally possess singular covariance matrices making 

direct inversion of the data impossible.   

The feature selection problem may be approached in a couple of ways.  The 

simplest approach is to apply knowledge of what parts of the spectra are important for a 

specific problem and use only those selected regions.  The more general approach 

involves orthogonalization of the vector space and the use of sub-space projections. This 

technique allows the data to determine the optimum orthogonal sub-space for a specific 

problem.  While technically elegant, orthogonalization can propagate noise through the 

vector space.  While it may be used for noise reduction, this is only feasible in the case of 

a random noise model.  For instruments such as HST which contain coherent, non-

periodic, noise this approach seriously degrades the projected data. 

2.5.3 Classification 

 
Classification methods assign each pixel in an image to a group or class based on 

similarity criteria.  Classifications may be hard or soft.  Hard classifications assign a 

single class to each pixel whereas soft classifications assign a similarity metric to each 

pixel for each class (Schowengerdt 1997). 

A number of classification methods are commonly used for geologic remote 

sensing.  These are: Spectral Feature Fitting (SFF), Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM), and 

Spectral Correlation Mapper (SCM).  Each of these approaches has benefits and 

limitations and is briefly described below.   

Spectral Feature Fitting is used by the USGS and also implemented in the ENVI 

package.  The USGS calls their version of SFF “Tetracorder” which is described in Clark 

(1990) and Clark et al. (1999).  Tetracorder includes some expert-system heuristics in 

addition to the basic SFF methodology.  The SFF method involves analysis of each 

spectral absorption feature and comparison of these against absorption features in 
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endmember spectra.  Each feature is extracted from the image spectrum and endmember 

spectra (the endmember spectra are resampled to the image spectra resolution if needed).  

The absorption features are subjected to a continuum removal (hull correction) and the 

depth and shape of the image and endmember features are compared.  The result of the 

analysis is a feature depth metric and a goodness-of-fit metric (in the case of ENVI an 

RMS error image).  These are typically combined to produce a soft classification image. 

Spectral Angle Mapper was first described in Kruse et al. (1992) and was 

implemented within the Spectral Image Processing System (SIPS) software package (this 

evolved into the ENVI software).  SAM is a simple feature space calculation that 

provides a similarity metric between each image pixel spectrum and endmember spectra.    

In descriptive terms, SAM is the angle between the image spectrum vector and the 

endmember spectrum vector.  It is defined mathematically as follows: 
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  (Modified from Carvalho and Meneses 2000) 

Where: 

 S  is the spectral angle 

 X  is the endmember spectrum 

 U  is the unknown (image) spectrum 

 

 The SAM calculation results in a value of zero for good matches between the 

image spectrum and the endmember spectrum.  It was noted by Carvalho and Meneses 

(2000) that SAM is actually a variant of the more general Pearson Correlation Coefficient 

and that the SAM approach is actually a “folded” version of the correlation coefficient.  

Thus perfect mirror images between the image and endmember spectrum also produce a 

SAM angle of zero.  They propose use of the correlation coefficient as a better 
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classification than SAM and call the method the Spectral Correlation Mapper (SCM).  

Landgrebe (2003) refers to this as simply the Correlation Classifier (CC). 

 Classification using a correlation (more correctly a cross-correlation) approach 

has a distinct advantage in that it provides a direct measurement of the similarity between 

the shapes of two spectra.  Furthermore, Carvalho and Meneses (2000) show that the 

SCM calculation is relatively immune to amplitude differences between the image and 

endmember spectra making the method relatively robust under different image shadow 

conditions.  The SCM method is defined mathematically as follows: 
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 Where:  

  R  is the correlation coefficient 

 X  is the endmember spectrum 

 X  is the mean of the endmember spectrum 

 U  is the unknown (image) spectrum 

 U  is the mean of the unknown (image) spectrum 

   

This results in a correlation coefficient image in which each pixel is assigned a 

value between -1.0 and 1.0 for each endmember mineral spectrum.  A value of 1.0 

denotes an exact match between the endmember spectrum shape and the image spectrum 

shape whereas a value of -1.0 is an exact inverse match (although this never occurs in 

hyperspectral data).  The source code to perform SCM on imagery is provided in 

Appendix B.  
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2.5.4 Unmixing 

 
  In most geologic settings, imaging remote sensing instruments measure a mixture 

of earth materials.  The nature of the mixture is critical for determining how the unmixing 

model is developed.  Intimate mixtures occur at the grain size level while areal mixtures 

occur at a large scale and represent patches of differing material within a single pixel 

(Hapke 1993).  It has been shown by Clark (1983) and Hapke (1993) that the spectra of 

intimate mixtures are nonlinear with respect to relative concentrations.  Although the 

non-linear behavior may be modeled analytically, a number of optical and geometric 

parameters are needed, making the method very cumbersome (Hapke 1993).  Empirical 

models may also be developed but this requires some a priori knowledge of the materials 

in the mixtures and time consuming construction of many different mixtures in the 

laboratory.  Because of the complexity of utilizing non-linear mixing models, remote 

sensing scientists rely almost exclusively on linear models.  In the linear model we 

assume that the image spectrum is the concentration weighted sum of the component 

spectra.  That is:  
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Where: 

I  is the image spectrum 

iW  is the ith weight 

iS  is the ith component spectrum 

 Full linear unmixing is often a difficult problem to solve particularly if pure 

mineral spectra are the desired endmembers.  Full unmixing requires that all of the 

endmembers in an image be identified and that the total number of endmembers must be 

less than the total number of bands (RSI 2005a; Farrand 2001).  Full unmixing is 

normally implemented as an inversion of the mixing matrix problem.  The method 
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described by Boardman (1989) that uses Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a 

common implementation.  Full unmixing is usually subject to “physical” mixing 

constraints: all weights must be between zero and one; and the weights must sum to one.  

The assumption that all image endmembers are known makes the use of full unmixing 

unwieldy to apply when pure mineral endmembers are desired.  The inversion works well 

when mathematical endmembers are derived from the image data.  Unfortunately, these 

derived endmembers may actually represent mixtures themselves and not pure mineral 

spectra.  Partial unmixing methods are used when a selected but incomplete set of 

endmembers are used. 

 Partial unmixing methods allow a subset of the image endmembers to be used to 

solve the unmixing problem.  The desired endmember spectra are unmixed from a 

“background” spectrum that can be modeled as noise (Farrand 2001).  Since the goal is to 

enhance the desired endmember spectra and suppress the background “noise” an 

approach that maximizes signal to noise (SNR) is typically used to solve the problem.   

The Match Filter (MF) used in signal processing is designed to solve this type of 

problem and is basis for most partial unmixing in remote sensing (Farrand 2001).  The 

Match Filter algorithm is almost identical to the Constrained Energy Minimization 

(CEM) algorithm discussed in Farrand and Harsanyi (1997), van der Meer (2000), and 

Farrand (2001).  The approach is to find a vector operator that suppresses the background 

spectrum and enhances the endmember spectrum.  The operator is constrained to have 

minimum energy across all pixels and have an output of 1.0 for the endmember spectrum 

(Farrand 2001; van der Meer 2000).  Farrand (2001) defines a solution as:  
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Where: 

X is the operator 

ρ  is the full image correlation matrix 
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d  is the endmember spectrum 

 

The operator X  is applied for each endmember producing an image of 

endmember weights or proportions.  It is important to note that the correlation matrix is 

nearly always singular for hyperspectral data.  This requires that an approximation be 

used (Farrand 2001).  Although the technique is simple and rapid, it may in some cases 

produce false positive results (RSI 2005a). 

 In order to deal with the ill-conditioned correlation matrix and false positive 

problems inherent in the CEM/MF method, a technique of partial unmixing was 

developed by Boardman et al. (1995).  This has come to be known as Mixture Tuned 

Match Filtering (MTMFtm).   

 Mixture Tuned Match Filtering (MTMFtm) is a partial unmixing method that is 

used extensively for mineral exploration remote sensing (Farrand 2001).  It was 

developed by Boardman et al. (1995) and involves a number of processing steps.  Prior to 

processing, the image data are assumed to be calibrated to apparent reflectance.  The first 

step is a vector space rotation using the Minimum Noise Fraction (MNF) method.  This 

method, developed by Green et al. (1988), is a principal-component-type 

orthogonalization rotation that results in components ordered in increasing rank of 

random noise.  Thus, a subset of components may be selected that contains most of the 

image information and minimum noise.  Effectively, the higher order MNF components 

are pruned from the data.  It is important to note the method assumes a random noise 

model and does not work on images containing coherent or periodic noise.  The MNF 

rotation and pruning solves two critical problems with hyperspectral data: it reduces 

dimensionality and it results in well-conditioned (non-singular) covariance and 

correlation matrices.  After pruning, mineral endmembers may be found using the PPI 

method or predetermined endmembers may be used.  If predetermined endmembers are 

utilized from the original image data or a spectral library, their spectra must be subjected 

to the same MNF rotation and pruning as the image data.  The CEM/MF method is then 
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applied to the image using the transformed endmembers in MNF space.  The ENVI 

implementation of MTMFtm produces an “infeasibility” image for each endmember 

component image.  This image is used to threshold out any false positive results produced 

by the CEM/MF technique. 

2.6 Analysis Used in this Study 

 
 Overall, the analysis procedures undertaken in this study are similar to the 

standard procedures discussed above.  Mineral endmembers are identified based on 

research, manual data mining, and field measurements.  The feature space is manually 

divided to focus on spectral ranges appropriate to the minerals being analyzed.  And, the 

image data are partially unmixed to highlight the mineral compositions indicative of acid 

drainage.  

2.6.1 Endmember Identification 

 The primary philosophy for endmember selection is one of constraining the 

problem so as to produce reasonable results.  Unmixing of spectral signatures is an ill-

posed problem in that virtually any spectrum may be constructed from linear 

combinations of many endmember spectra.  Thus, the goal is to select the minimum set 

of endmembers that adequately represents minerals present in the data to be analyzed.  

The two criteria for endmember selection are abundance of the endmember and 

uniqueness of the spectra.  For an endmember to be useful in an unmixing problem it 

must be abundant.  Mineral occurrences that are found only in a few pixels are best 

mapped by target identification techniques rather than unmixing techniques.  

Furthermore, endmembers must posses a unique and identifiable spectrum.  Minerals 

with poorly defined or weak spectra result in poor and ambiguous unmixing analyses.   

Endmember selection is undertaken using information from the literature, the 

field, and the hyperspectral imaging data itself.   Previous mapping and interpretation of 

the alteration systems by Cruson (1973) were used to develop an understanding of the 
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hydrothermal alteration minerals likely to be found on the ground and their spatial 

distributions.  Work by Swayze et al. (2000) was important for developing an 

understanding of the acid drainage iron minerals likely to be encountered on the ground.  

Prior to HSI data acquisition, a number of field visits were undertaken and samples were 

collected and spectroscopically analyzed.  This work resulted in a short list of known and 

potential minerals.  Hydrothermal alteration minerals found in the field through 

spectroscopic analysis were primarily illites, with minor kaolinite and dickite.  The iron 

minerals associated with acid drainage identified as part of the NASA study were 

dominated by jarosite, goethite, hematite, and ferrihydrite with minor occurrences of 

schwertmanite, copiapite, and lepidochrosite.  After HSI data acquisition, the images 

were manually checked in ENVI (using the spectral profile tool) for spectra that matched 

the target endmember mineral spectra.  Mineral spectra from the USGS Spectral Library 

(Clark et al. 1993) and spectra collected in the field were used for comparison.  This 

resulted in confirmation of the expected minerals and identified a significant occurrence 

of pyrophyllite on a high ridge at West Red.  Furthermore, the image data showed that the 

illite absorption minima shifted between about 2192 nm and 2212 nm.  As discussed 

above, this variation in the wavelength position may be equated with variations in the 

illite chemistry indicative of substitutions of magnesium and/or iron for aluminum in the 

crystal lattice (Yang et al. 2001).  It is important to note that the process of endmember 

identification described above was iterative and involved a number of field visits and 

reevaluation of the image data over time.  

The final step in the endmember identification process is the extraction of image-

derived endmembers.  This was accomplished by subjecting the image data to single 

endmember correlation analysis using SCM.  Endmember spectra from field 

measurements and the USGS Spectral Library resampled to HST spectral resolution were 

used.  Each potential endmember is independently cross correlated with every pixel in the 

image.  The pixels that have the highest correlation coefficient and show spatial 

coherence are selected as the best image derived endmembers.  This exercise resulted in 
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some endmembers being pruned as they did not occur or did not occur in adequate 

abundances in the alteration zones to be useful for the final analysis.  The final list of 

endmembers used for further analysis are: pyrophyllite, dickite, kaolinite, low Al illite, 

medium Al illite, high Al illite, jarosite, goethite, and hematite.  In addition to the target 

minerals a soil endmember is used.  The soil spectra in the area have a muted clay 

signature similar to montmorillonite and the use of it as an endmember allows areas of 

unaltered soil to be differentiated from alteration.  Furthermore, only the endmembers 

found in each alteration zone are used for analysis.  At West Red pyrophyllite, kaolinite, 

dickite, medium Al illite, high Al illite, hematite, goethite, and jarosite are used.  At East 

Red kaolinite, medium Al illite, low Al illite, hematite, goethite, and jarosite are used.  

Theses endmember spectra may be found in Appendix D. 

2.6.2 Feature Selection 

 
 For this study, the spectra are divided into two regions for analysis: the 

VNIR (446 nm to 1100 nm) for iron mineral analysis and the SWIR (2002 nm to 2441 

nm) for clay mineral analysis.  The region between 1100 nm and 2002 nm is discarded as 

it is dominated by atmospheric absorptions wherein very little signal is measured by the 

instrument. 

2.6.3 Partial Unmixing 

 

 While the standard partial unmixing techniques discussed above are powerful, 

they were primarily developed and tested on AVIRIS data.  HST data have problems of 

coherent, non-periodic noise and goniometric effects that are different than AVIRIS.  In 

addition, the study area has very high relief and is subject to relatively strong illumination 

variations.  Finally, the physical and chemical weathering in the area results in significant 

mixing of minerals at the surface.  Thus, the MTMFtm method is problematic in that the 

non-white noise is propagated throughout the MNF rotated space (See Figure 2-12) and 
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Figure 2-12. MNF Channel 1 of HST data.  This channel should have the lowest noise 
component.  Striping is clearly evident in the image. 
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seriously degrades the final results.  Furthermore, an analysis method is needed that is 

relatively immune from illumination variations.  Finally, the surface mixing requires that 

a partial unmixing approach be employed. 

 The instrument characteristics, field conditions and resulting analysis 

requirements strongly suggest that a different analysis method be developed.  The new 

method is called Optimized Cross Correlation Mixture (OCCM) analysis and is used to 

perform a partial unmixing that is relatively immune to illumination and does not require 

re-projection of the feature space.  The method is based on calculation of the cross- 

correlation coefficient.  It is an extension of the SCM/CC classification technique in that 

it incorporates mixtures of mineral spectra.   

For each image pixel the maximum cross-correlation is determined between the 

image spectrum and linearly mixed spectra of the endmembers of interest.  The 

philosophy behind the approach is that, for an image pixel spectrum to be considered a 

“good fit” to a target mixture spectrum, the image spectrum must closely match the shape 

of the spectrum of the target mixture.  Thus, the cross-correlation between the image 

pixel spectrum and the target mixture spectrum must be close to one.  This is 

implemented as a constrained, non-analytic, optimization problem. The method is defined 

as follows: 

Find the vector of weights [W] that maximizes: 
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Where:  

  R  is the correlation coefficient 

 [ ]W  is the weight vector 

 [ ]E  is the endmember spectra matrix 
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 [ ][ ]EW  is the mean of the synthetic (mixed) spectra 
 U  is the unknown (image) spectrum 

 U  is the mean of the unknown (image) spectrum 

n  is the number of channels in the spectrum 

Subject to: 

  ΣW ≤ 1 and  0 ≤ Wi ≤ 1 for all i 

 

 This optimization finds the weighting factors for the endmember spectra that 

produce the highest cross correlation between the resulting mixture spectrum and the 

unknown image spectrum.  Each weighting factor is constrained to be between zero and 

one and the sum of all the weighting factors is constrained to be less than or equal to one.  

Thus the optimization identifies the mixture spectrum that most closely matches the 

shape of the image spectrum. 

 Since the correlation coefficient between the best fit mixture spectrum and 

the image spectrum is calculated, it may be preserved and used as a threshold to reject 

poorly fitting results.  These rejected pixels are equivalent to the partial unmixing 

background pixels in other partial unmixing algorithms.  Optimization is solved using the 

Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG) approach described in Murtagh and Saunders 

(1978) as implemented in the IDL function “CONSTRAINED_MIN” (RSI 2005b).  The 

IDL source code for OCCM may be found in Appendix B. 

 The GRG approach is gradient based and does not necessarily identify the global 

maximum in the solution space.  In optimization problems the question arises as to 

whether a global optimization method, such as a genetic algorithm, is needed to 

adequately solve the problem.  The reliability of the results for a gradient-based 

optimization depends on the problem being “well behaved” (i.e., there are not a large 

number of local maxima) and the selection of reasonable initial values.   

In order to determine the behavior of the problem a number of tests were run to 

allow the solution space to be visualized.  In these tests, an image pixel is selected and 
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qualitatively, interpreted for the mineral composition.  The cross-correlation solution 

space is then calculated (quantized to ten percent compositional increments).  An 

example of a solution space for an iron mineral test is displayed in Figure 2-13 as a 

ternary diagram with the correlation coefficient color coded.  The results show that the 

problem is well behaved.  The solution space is smooth and contains a single maximum 

and no significant local maxima.  These results confirm that a gradient approach to the 

optimization problem is adequate for at least the three component case. 

The selection of initial values is made in a way that starts the problem close to the 

solution maxima in most cases.  The cross-correlations between the unknown image 

spectra and each of the endmember spectra are independently calculated and the 

endmember that has the highest cross-correlation is identified.  The initial values are set 

to 100% of this endmember and 0% of all the others. 

The CONSTRAINED_MIN algorithm in IDL provides an informational code 

each time it is called that indicates how the problem terminated.  Two conditions are 

considered acceptable terminations: the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are satisfied; or the 

improvement between iterations falls below a threshold.  If these conditions are not met a 

different initial value is selected and the optimization is attempted a second time.  If the 

conditions are not met a second time the program gives up and moves on to the next 

pixel.  The termination code is preserved as an image layer so that the quality of the 

optimization results may be checked. 

Optimization problems are iterative and the number of iterations needed to find 

the maxima are unknown and unpredictable a priori.  Thus, pixel by pixel optimization 

may take a significant amount of computer resources and time.  This is mitigated for the 

analysis conducted here by intelligently masking the image data.  Since we have no 

interest in the vegetated areas of the image, a Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 

(NDVI) is calculated and used to mask out all pixels with a significant vegetation 

component.  Deeply shaded pixels are also of little value to unmix since the pixel spectra 
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Figure 2-13.  Solution space for partial unmixing of iron minerals. 
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have little signal and are dominated by noise.  These are masked by calculating and 

thresholding an l2-norm image.  These masks remove most of the pixels in the images 

that are irrelevant to the problem.  Other masks may be conceived for different situations.  

Cloud and snow masks are two that might be commonly used. 

The OCCM analysis program produces a multi-band floating point image that 

contains a component band for each endmember with the proportion encoded between 

0.0 and 1.0.  In addition bands encoded with the cross-correlation coefficient between the 

image pixel and the solution spectra and the CONSTRAINED_MIN termination code are 

included.  The correlation image provides a direct measurement of the goodness of fit of 

the solution. 

2.6.4  Comparison of Partial Unmixing Methods 

 
 Comparisons of the Match Filter, Mixture Tuned Match Filter, and Optimized 

Cross Correlation Mixture methods are shown in figures 2-14 through 2-16.  The results 

of each analysis are linearly scaled between zero and one.  All of the analyses produce 

similar mineral distributions.  The Match Filter results are relatively noisy and posses low 

values indicating relatively poor matches to the endmembers (See Figure 2-14).  The 

Mixture Tuned Match Filter analysis is performed using the first twenty bands of the 

Minimum Noise Fraction image.  The results are masked by manually selecting the pixels 

with high Match Filter scores and low infeasibility scores in two-dimensional scatter-

plots.  The MTMFtm results possess higher values than the MF results, indicating better 

matches to the endmembers (See Figure 2-15).  Coherent noise in the form of vertical 

striping is, however, significant in the MTMFtm image.  This is due to propagation of the 

striping by the MNF rotation.  Both the MF and MTMFtm methods introduce false results 

north and south of the alteration system (See Figures 2-14 and 2-15, Locations A and B).  

Results from the Optimized Cross-Correlation Mixture analysis are shown in Figure 2-16.  

The results are masked to allow pixels with a correlation coefficient greater than .995 to 
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Figure 2-14.  Match Filter results for iron mineral endmembers at West Red.  Calculations are performed in ENVI 
4.2. 
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Figure 2-15.  Mixture Tuned Match Filter results for iron mineral endmembers at West Red.  Calculations are 
performed in ENVI 4.2. 
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Figure 2-16.  Optimized Cross-Correlation Mixture results for iron mineral endmembers at West Red.  Calculations 
are performed with code found in Appendix B. 
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 be visible. The OCCM analysis produces results with high spatial coherence and low 

noise.  The image striping is not enhanced by this method.  The false results seen in the 

MF and MTMFtm analyses are not found in the OCCM results. 

Overall, the OCCM analysis produces spatially coherent results that are less noisy 

than the MF and MTMFtm results.  In addition, it is less susceptible to producing false 

results. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

RESULTS 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

 The results of the data analysis for the HST data are presented as well as a 

comparison with AVIRIS results.  Acid sources are related to the remote sensing 

mineralogy, topography, precipitation patterns, and mapped and interpreted geologic 

structures.  The results are validated through comparison of image spectra with ground 

spectra, comparison of the results with field observations, and spatial statistical analysis. 

 The HSI data for the East Red and West Red alteration systems are processed by 

the methods described in Chapter 2.  The data are in apparent reflectance scaled between 

zero and one in floating point format.  Wavelength subsets of the images are used for the 

processing.  A VNIR image is used for unmixing of the iron minerals and a SWIR image 

is used for unmixing of the clay minerals.  Jarosite, goethite, and hematite are used as the 

iron mineral endmembers.  Pyrophyllite, dickite, kaolinite, high aluminum illite, medium 

aluminum illite, and low aluminum illite are used as the clay mineral endmembers.    

 Figures 3-1 through 3-8 provide overviews of the West and East Red targets.  

Figures 3-1 and 3-2 are natural color NAIP images of West and East Red.  The informal 

locality names and field sample locations are annotated on these images.  Figures 3-3 and 

3-4 are enlargements of the areas with the sample identification numbers annotated.  

Figures 3-5 and 3-6 show the HST and AVIRIS data coverage for West Red.  It is 

important to note that the AVIRIS data covers only the east slopes of West Red.  Finally, 

Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show the HST and AVIRIS coverage of East Red. 
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Figure 3-1. NAIP natural color image of West Red.  Coordinates are UTM Zone 13, NAD27 Datum. 
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Figure 3-2.  NAIP natural color image of East Red.  Coordinates are UTM Zone 13, 
NAD27 Datum. 
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Figure 3-3. West Red annotated with sample identification numbers. 
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Figure 3-4. East Red annotated with sample identification numbers. 
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Figure 3-5.  HST image coverage of West Red. 
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Figure 3-6. AVIRIS image coverage of West Red. 
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Figure 3-7 HST image coverage of East Red. 
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Figure 3-8. AVIRIS image coverage of East Red. 
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3.2 Iron Analysis 

 
 The iron mineralogy is the most direct indication of acid generation processes.  In 

particular, the presence of jarosite is an indication of active acid generation as it is stable 

at low pH (< pH 3).  Except at very low pH, goethite forms in association with jarosite 

(Zolotov and Shock 2004).  The formation of hematite is more complicated.  Hematite 

may be directly re-crystallized from goethite at temperature in excess of 250°C, formed 

by dehydration of goethite, or precipitated from ferrihydrite (Gualtieri and Venturelli 

1999).  Ferrihydrite is common in the acidic streams below the alteration zones but is not 

found in abundance in the acid seep zones.  Hematite in the alteration zones is most likely 

either primary hematite formed during hydrothermal activity or secondary hematite 

formed by dehydration of goethite on relatively dry surfaces.  The dehydration 

phenomenon is seen in the lower reaches of the acid system where the stream course is 

dominantly goethite whereas the exposed boulders at the driest edges of the channel are 

coated in hematite. 

 The iron mineral results for the alteration zones are presented as hematite, 

goethite, jarosite mixture images and jarosite/goethite ratio index images.  The results for 

AVIRIS data are presented for comparison as a verification of the reliability of the HST 

results.   

3.2.1 West Red 

 
 Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show the iron mineral unmixing results for HST and 

AVIRIS data.  In general there is good agreement between the HST and AVIRIS results.  

The AVIRIS data tends to show more hematite than the HST data.  This is most evident 

at the southern end of the alteration zone.  
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Figure 3-9. HST partial unmixing analysis of iron minerals for West Red. 
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Figure 3-10. AVIRIS partial unmixing analysis of iron minerals for West Red. 
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The western slopes of the West Red alteration system are dominated by jarosite 

and goethite (See Figure 3-9).  South of Pyrophyllite Gulch a nearly continuous zone of 

acid seepage occurs at a subtle break in slope just below the ridge crest (See Figure 3-9, 

Location A).   This locus of seepage may be due directly to the topographic break or due 

to the presence of more persistent snow cover above the break in slope.  Jarosite occurs 

further down the drainage channels than the un-dissected slopes.  Jarosite-goethite zoning 

is clearly exhibited downslope and laterally in the channels.  Within Pyrophyllite Gulch, 

jarosite is concentrated within the drainage channel (See Figure 3-9, Location B).  This is 

likely due to the availability of water from snow pack sheltered within the steep sided 

gulch.  Summer NAIP imagery shows a persistent snow pack in this area (See Figure 3-

1).  The upper reaches of Ruby Mine Gulch are outside the alteration zone and devoid of 

jarosite.  A field verified acid seep (See Figure 3-9, Location C and Figure 3-11) near the 

mouth of the gulch is highlighted by jarosite that is tightly zoned with goethite.  A 

hematite zone at the top of the ridge north of Ruby Mine Gulch appears to be primary in 

nature. 

 The eastern slopes of West Red show significantly different iron mineral 

distributions than the western slopes.  The upper slopes are dominated by goethite and 

hematite with small jarosite zones at the north and south ends and at the ridge crest near 

the center.  The strongest jarosite zone lies just south of a mapped inter-caldera collapse 

structure. This corresponds to a field verified acid seep (See 3-9, Location D and Figure 

3-12). 

 The jarosite/goethite ratio index image is shown in Figure 3-13.  This provides a 

direct indication of the most likely locations of acid seeps.  The ratio image verifies the 

seep locations interpreted from the mixture image.  In addition, a possible acid seep is 

highlighted at the edge of a hematite zone on the eastern slope (See Figure 3-13, location 

A). 

Perspective views of West Red with overlays of the jarosite/goethite ratio are 

shown in Figures 3-14 and 3-15.  The east looking image (See Figure 3-14) highlights the 
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Figure 3-11.  Acid seep at the mouth of Ruby Mine Gulch on the west slope of West Red. 
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Figure 3-12. Acid drainage at Jarosite Slide on the east slopes of West Red. 
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Figure 3-13. Jarosite/goethite ratio image of West Red. 
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Figure 3-14. Perspective view looking east at the west slope of West Red.  The base image is NAIP natural color and 
the overlay is the jarosite/goethite ratio. 
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Figure 3-15. Perspective view looking west at the east slope of West Red.  The base image is NAIP natural color and 
the overlay is the jarosite/goethite ratio. 
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topographic control of the seep locations.  The seeps are focused just below the ridge 

crest at a subtle break in slope.  The west looking image (See Figure 3-15) highlights the 

seep on the lower flank of the system.  The differences in the iron mineralogy between 

the east and west slopes of West Red are likely due to a combination of precipitation 

patterns and geologic structure.  The west slope appears to receive more precipitation 

than the east slope which follows the general climatic pattern in the Rocky Mountains.  

This may allow more dehydration of goethite to hematite on the east slope of the system.  

An interpretation of geologic structures is shown in Figure 3-16.  These are interpreted 

from alteration contacts and photo lineaments.  In most cases the acid seeps are 

associated with the interpreted structures.  Of most significance on the east slope is the 

intersection between an interpreted structure and a mapped inter-caldera collapse 

structure (See Figure 3-16, Location A).  This intersection likely creates a highly porous 

zone that drains much of the ground water from the east slope of the system.        

3.2.2 East Red 

 
Figures 3-17 and 3-18 show the iron mineral unmixing results for HST and 

AVIRIS data for East Red.  In general there is good agreement between the HST and 

AVIRIS results.  The AVIRIS data results do not show any iron minerals on the upper, 

steep slopes of North Bowl.  This is attributed to shadowing of the area in the AVIRIS 

data (See Figure 3-8) resulting in very low signal. 

North Bowl is dominated by zoned jarosite and goethite with some areas of 

hematite (See Figure 3-17, Location A).  Jarosite tends to occur on the upper slopes and 

grade into goethite on the lower slopes.  The hematite zones likely represent drier areas 

where some goethite dehydration occurs.  The zones on the upper slopes that show no 

iron minerals were covered in snow at the time of the HST survey.  The linear feature  

(See Figure 3-17, Location B) is a data glitch and should be ignored.  The acid seeps 
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Figure 3-16.  Interpreted and mapped structures overlain on the jarosite/goethite ratio image of West Red. 
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Figure 3-17. HST partial unmixing analysis of iron minerals for East Red. 
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Figure 3-18. AVIRIS partial unmixing analysis of iron minerals for East Red. 
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within North Bowl feed one of the lowest pH drainages (Sayres Bowl Stream) feeding 

into the South Fork of Lake Creek (Sares et al. in preparation). 

The area just south of the ridge crest is dominated by goethite.  Some of this south 

facing slope is lightly vegetated which masks the iron minerals.  The intense zone of 

hematite and jarosite (See Figure 3-17, Location C) appears to be the most significant 

acid seep within South Bowl.  A small jarosite occurrence (See Figure 3-17, Location D) 

is a field verified mine dump.  The adit that sourced this material is collapsed and does 

not show evidence of acid drainage.  The strong hematite zone appears to be primary 

hematite related to a structure or lithologic wedge.  

The jarosite/goethite ratio index image is shown in Figure 3-19 and provides a 

direct indication of the most likely locations of acid seeps.  The ratio image verifies the 

seep locations interpreted from the mixture image.  Acid drainage also appears to be 

associated with the strong hematite zone. (See Figure 3-19, location A). 

Perspective views of East Red with overlays of the jarosite/goethite ratio are 

shown in Figures 3-20 and 3-21.  The south looking image (See Figure 3-20) highlights 

the seeps within North Bowl.  The north looking image (See Figure 3-21) highlights the 

seeps within South Bowl. 

Controls on the iron mineralogy and acid seeps at East Red appear to be related to 

topography, geologic structures, and possibly lithology.  The north-facing slopes in North 

Bowl have more persistent snow cover than south-facing slopes.  This allows for a longer 

seasonal period of seepage and drainage within North Bowl that results in the broad area 

of jarosite and acid seepage.  There are fewer clear structures at East Red than West Red.  

Structures appear to focus acid seepage at least two locations (See Figure 3-22, Locations 

A and B).  The interpreted structure that crosses the mapped caldera bounding fault 

appears to be post collapse and may be related to resurgence (See Figure 3-22, Location 

B).  It is also possible that the structural wedge shown in Figure 3-22, Location A is 

bounded by contacts rather than structures. 
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Figure 3-19. Jarosite/goethite ratio image of West Red. 
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Figure 3-20. Perspective view looking south at the north slope of East Red.  The base image is NAIP natural color and 
the overlay is the jarosite/goethite ratio. 
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Figure 3-21. Perspective view looking north at the south slope of East Red.  The base image is NAIP natural color and 
the overlay is the jarosite/goethite ratio. 
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Figure 3-22. Interpreted and mapped structures overlain on the jarosite/goethite ratio 
image of East Red. 
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3.3 Clay Analysis 

 
 The relationship between clay minerals and acid drainage is potentially more 

subtle and complex than iron minerals.  Clays are formed during hydrothermal activity, 

and thus predate the acid generation processes by more than 30 million years.  The clays 

mapped are pyrophyllite, kaolinite, dickite and illite.  Furthermore, illite is mapped as 

high, medium, and low aluminum variants.  These results are presented as kaolinite, 

dickite, pyrophyllite mixture images which represent the argillic alteration and high, 

medium, low Al mixture images which represent the illitic (“sericitic”) alteration.  These 

images are subsets of a multi-component mixture analysis that also includes a soil 

endmember.  The weathering of igneous rocks produces soils with a weak montmorillite 

spectral signature.  Thus, the soil endmember is included to differentiate alteration clays 

from weathering clays. 

3.3.1 West Red 

 
 The West Red alteration systems shows both argillic and illitic alteration.  Based 

on interrogation of the images, single endmember correlation analysis, and ground 

measurements the West Red data were analyzed only for kaolinite, dickite, pyrophyllite, 

high aluminum illite, medium aluminum illite, and soil.  Low aluminum illite was not 

found on the ground or in the image.   Figures 3-23 and 3-24 show the argillic alteration 

from HST and AVIRIS.   The argillic images show significant differences between the 

HST and AVIRIS results.  The pyrophyllite zone (See Figures 3-23 and 3-24, Location 

A) is well characterized in both datasets (keeping in mind that it is at the edge of the 

AVIRIS image).  The eastern slope below the pyrophyllite outcrop (See Figures 3-23 and 

3-24, Location B) is, however, mapped as dickite in the HST image and a mixture 

containing some pyrophyllite and kaolinite in the AVIRIS image.  This is due to the non- 
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Figure 3-23.  HST partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, argillic endmembers, for West Red. 
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Figure 3-24.  AVIRIS partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, argillic endmembers, for West Red. 
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uniqueness of mixture modelling in the SWIR.  Effectively, a dickite spectral signature 

may be constructed from mixtures of pyrophyllite, illite, and kaolinite.  The relatively 

dark color of the area is an indication that the mixture analysis has included small 

amounts of each endmember.  The eastern middle slope of West Red also shows a 

discrepancy between HST and AVIRIS with the HST image showing a relatively weak 

kaolinite signature whereas the AVIRIS image shows no kaolinite (See Figures 3-23 and 

3-24, Location C).   This is more difficult to explain but is likely due to a 5 nm shift 

between the HST and AVIRIS data in the area of the kaolinite “shoulder” at 2175 nm. 

HST has a channel at the center of the shoulder at 2176 nm whereas AVIRIS has 

channels at the edges of the shoulder at 2171 nm and 2181 nm.  Visual analysis of HST 

spectra from the area shows a subtle asymmetry of the absorption feature that may be 

indicative of a small amount of kaolinite.  A field sample from the bottom of the slope 

(WR-07E) also shows a weak kaolinite signature.  With the exception of the pyrophyllite 

zone, the argillic signatures for West Red are fairly weak.  Figure 3-25 illustrates the 

areas with the highest argillic concentrations by showing only the pixels with mixture 

contributions greater than 50 percent.  The illite results for HST and AVIRIS are very 

similar (See Figures 3-26 and 3-27). 

 The argillic image shows a minimal correlation with acid seep locations 

highlighted in the jarosite/goethite ratio image (See Figure 3-28).  Although there appears 

to be some association between dickite and acid seeps, the dickite concentration is very 

low as shown in Figure 3-25.  Kaolinite appears to show a reverse correlation with the 

acid seeps.  The argillic mineral distribution is more indicative of the temperature of the 

hydrothermal fluids.  Kaolinite, dickite, and pyrophyllite form at increasingly higher 

temperatures under consistent eH-pH conditions.  The presence of pyrophyllite at the 

northern end of the West Red system indicates that this was the hottest part of the system 

during the hydrothermal activity. 

 The illitic mineral distribution shows good correlation with acidic seeps (See 

Figure 3-29).  In particular, acid seeps occur most often in areas with medium aluminum 
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Figure 3-25.  HST partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, argillic endmembers greater than 50%, for West Red. 
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Figure 3-26.  HST partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, illitic endmembers, for West Red. 
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Figure 3-27.  AVIRIS partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, illitic endmembers for West Red. 
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Figure 3-28.  HST partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, argillic endmembers, for West Red with 1.0 contours of 
the jarosite/goethite ratio. 
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Figure 3-29.  HST partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, illitic endmembers, for West Red with 1.0 contours of 
the jarosite/goethite ratio. 
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illite and least often in areas with high aluminum illite.  The reverse association is not 

true in that some areas with medium aluminum illite do not have active seeps.  These 

areas may have had active seeps in the past.  The almost complete lack of acid seeps 

within zones of high aluminum illite is noteworthy.  There are two possible explanations 

for this phenomenon.  Firstly, the aluminum chemistry of the illites is determined by the 

chemistry of the hydrothermal fluids.  In this scenario the medium aluminum illite zones 

represent areas subjected to alteration by fluids with higher iron concentrations than the 

areas with high aluminum illite.  Thus, the medium aluminum zones are more likely to 

contain pyrite needed for acid generation.  The second explanation is that the illites have 

been subjected to secondary, supergene alteration by the acidic surface and ground 

waters.  These waters often carry high concentrations of iron (Sares et al. in preparation).  

Illites that are subjected to continuous exposure to acidic, iron rich, fluids may have 

aluminum replaced by iron.  This may also explain the presence of high aluminum 

content of some surface waters measured by Sares et al. (in preparation). 

3.3.2 East Red 

 
 The East Red alteration system has weak argillic alteration and is dominated by 

illitic alteration.  Based on manual inspection of the images, single endmember 

correlation analysis, and ground measurements, the East Red data were analyzed only for 

kaolinite, medium aluminum illite, low aluminum illite, and soil.  High aluminum illite 

was not found on the ground or in the image.  Pyrophyllite and dickite were found at a 

single location on the ground (ER-9-11) in a road cut.  This appeared to be in a narrow 

structure far below the HST spatial resolution.  No significant occurrences of these 

minerals were found by single endmember correlation analysis.  Figures 3-30 and 3-31 

show the HST and AVIRIS results for argillic alteration.  HST shows more kaolinite than 

AVIRIS although the general spatial distribution is similar (See Figures 3-30 and 3-31).  
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Figure 3-30. HST partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, argillic endmembers, for 
East Red. 
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Figure 3-31. AVIRIS partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, argillic endmembers, 
for East Red. 
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As with the iron images, the AVIRIS data in North Bowl are shaded and have inadequate 

signal for reliable analysis.  The illite results for HST and AVIRIS are very similar (See 

Figures 3-32 and 3-33). 

 The kaolinite signatures at East Red, although weak, show a general negative 

correlation with the acid seeps interpreted from the iron imagery (See Figure 3-34).  This 

is similar to West Red but more pronounced.  The lack of significant occurrences of 

dickite and pyrophyllite indicate that East Red was subjected to different hydrothermal 

processes than West Red.  The difference in the argillic alteration at East and West Red 

lends support to the interpretation by Fridrich et al. (1991) that places the East Red 

alteration during early intrusive activity and the West Red alteration during resurgence.  

Their main reasoning for the timing of the East Red alteration is that the main caldera 

bounding fault truncates the alteration.  This appears to be contradicted in Figure 3-34 

which clearly shows argillic alteration outside and east of the caldera bounding fault.  

This is likely a mapping accuracy issue wherein the fault location is actually further east 

than shown in the 1:100,000 scale geologic map of Fridrich et al. (1998). 

 Acid seeps at East Red are associated with the strongest zones of medium and low 

aluminum illite (See Figure 3-35).   As at West Red, the reverse association does not hold 

– some zones of medium and low aluminum illite do not have active acid seeps.  It is 

interesting to note that the areas of strongest low aluminum illite (See Figure 3-35, 

Location A) correspond to zones of high hematite.  This may indicate that primary 

hematite was present during hydrothermal alteration and substituted for aluminum in the 

illite. 

3.4 Validation 

 
 The results of the analysis are validated through qualitative field observations, 

comparison with the theoretical model of acid drainage mineral distribution, comparisons 

between image and ground spectral measurements, and spatial statistical analyses. 
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Figure 3-32. HST partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, illitic endmembers, for 
East Red. 
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Figure 3-33. AVIRIS partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, illitic endmembers, 
for East Red. 
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Figure 3-34. HST partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, argillic endmembers, for 
East Red with 1.0 contours of the jarosite/goethite ratio. 
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Figure 3-35. HST partial unmixing analysis of clay minerals, illitic endmembers, for 
East Red with 1.0 contours of the jarosite/goethite ratio. 
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 Field observations of acid seeps and one mine dump confirm the iron mineralogy 

mapped by the remote sensing data.  At West Red, active, localized natural seeps in Ruby 

Mine Gulch (See Figure 3-36) and the Jarosite Slide in Peekaboo Gulch (See Figure 3-

37) are highlighted by the analysis.  Although seeps are not as localized at East Red, the 

broad area of acid generation identified in North Bowl (See Figure 3-38) feeds into a 

stream identified in Sares et al. (in preparation) as being highly acidic.  In addition, 

identified zones of acid generation in North Bowl (see Figure 3-39) lie within the 

watershed that feeds Sayres Bowl Creek (SBS) which is also acidic (Sares et al. in 

preparation).  Finally, a small mine dump in South Bowl is identified (See Figure 3-40) 

which is a strong jarosite zone.  

The iron mineral zoning patterns highlighted by the analyses fit the theoretical model 

reasonably well. The model of acid drainage iron mineralogy presented in Swayze et al. 

(2000) (See Figure 3-41) predicts zoning from jarosite to goethite to hematite in active 

acid systems.  The jarosite-goethite zoning is clearly evident on the west slopes of West 

Red (See Figure 3-42) and North Bowl and South Bowl at East Red (See Figure 3-43).  

The small mine dump in South Bowl also exhibits zoning (See Figure 3-40).  Jarosite 

Slide in Peekaboo Gulch exhibits very narrow zoning (See Figure 3-37).  This is likely 

due to the localized nature of this seep.  The mineral zoning is highly telescoped at the 

edges of the drainage.  In addition, the seep drains directly into vegetated iron bogs and is 

hidden from the airborne imagery.  These bogs mask the downstream goethite signature.  

The hematite occurrences in the analysis are more complex but predicted by the model.  

This is explained by the local precipitation patterns and topography and the presence of 

both NAD related hematite and primary hematite.  Areas that are relatively dry are 

conducive to goethite dehydration and hematite formation while wetter areas contain 

goethite.  A number of hematite occurrences also appear to be due to primary hematite, 

particularly in South Bowl at East Red (see Figure 3-44). 

 A number of samples were collected and are used to verify the image spectra.  

The sample locations were located with a Magellan Gold WAAS enabled GPS.  This 
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Figure 3-36.  Iron analysis of Ruby Mine Gulch and ground photo of Ruby Mine Gulch.  Location A is the active acid 
seep,  location B is a jarosite zone below the seep, and location C is a hematitic zone above the seep. 



 
118 Figure 3-37.  Iron analysis of seep area in Peekaboo Gulch and ground photo of the acid seep.  Location A is the 

area of the seep in the image and photograph. 
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Figure 3-38.  Iron analysis of North Bowl and a ground photograph of sample location SBS-1 (From Sares et al. in 
preparation). 
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Figure 3-39. Iron analysis of East Red and a ground photograph of Sayres Creek. 
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Figure 3-40.  Iron analysis of a small mine dump in South Bowl and the NAIP photo showing the dump and adit 
location. 
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Figure 3-41. Idealized iron mineral zoning in an acid generating system (repeat of Figure 

1-5 from Swayze et al. 1996). 
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Figure 3-42.  Jarosite to goethite zoning on the west slopes of West Red.   
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Figure 3-43. Jarosite to goethite zoning in North and South Bowls at East Red.   
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Figure 3-44.  Zones of possible primary hematite at East Red. 
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provides a location accuracy of approximately 3 m.  Nineteen of the samples are used for 

the spectral validation.  Each sample was analyzed with an ASD Terraspec spectrometer.  

Care is taken to measure the rock surfaces that were exposed in the field.  The spectra are 

resampled to match the HST instrument and split into VNIR and SWIR subsets matching 

the wavelengths used in the iron and clay mineral analyses.  The spectra of pixels at the 

sample sites are extracted from the imagery and cross correlated with the sample spectra.  

This results in a correlation coefficient for each sample which provides a measurement of 

the similarity of the sample and image spectra.  Based on comparison of randomly 

selected pixel spectra and manual interpretation, spectral pairs with correlations less than 

0.95 are considered “dissimilar” and spectral pairs with correlations greater than 0.99 are 

considered “nearly identical”.   The correlation results for West and East Red are shown 

in Figures 3-45 through 3-48.   Comparison plots of the spectra pair for each sample are 

provided in Appendix E.  The correlation analysis results for the West Red VNIR 

samples exhibit strong similarities between the ground and image pixels (See Figure 3- 

45).  All of the spectra have correlation coefficients greater than 0.95 and seven of the 

eleven samples have correlation coefficients greater than 0.99.  The SWIR results are 

more variable with eight of the samples having correlations greater than 0.95 and none 

exceeding 0.99 (See Figure 3-46).  The East Red VNIR samples also have good 

correlation with all samples exceeding 0.95 and five samples greater than 0.99 (See 

Figure 3-47).  The SWIR samples for East Red (See Figure 3-48) show stronger 

correlation than those for West Red.  Six of the samples have correlations greater than 

0.95 and three samples are greater than 0.99. 

 Data validation from ground samples is an exercise that has the potential for two 

errors: scaling and positioning.  The image data are acquired over an area several meters 

in size while the ground spectra are measured (at least with a Terraspec) over a spot less 

than one centimeter in size.  Thus scaling is a major source of potential error.  While an 

attempt is made to collect a representative sample from a pixel-sized area, there is no 

certainty that ground spectra are truly representative.  As discussed in a previous section,  
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Figure 3-45. Correlation between ground and image VNIR spectra for selected samples at 
West Red. 
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Correlation Between Ground and Image Spectra for We st Red SWIR
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Figure 3-46. Correlation between ground and image SWIR spectra for selected samples at 
West Red. 
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Figure 3-47. Correlation between ground and image VNIR spectra for selected samples at 
East Red. 
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Figure 3-48. Correlation between ground and image SWIR spectra for selected samples at 
East Red. 
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the high relief of the survey area resulted in significant, uncorrectable, geometric 

distortions.  Thus, the location of pixels in the imagery is subject to error.  The local 

terrain may also affect the accuracy of the GPS measurements.  GPS measurements made 

with poor sky visibility due to terrain may have high errors.  Scaling errors likely explain 

the lower correlations in the West Red SWIR data.  West Red is a complex alteration 

system with illitic and argillic alteration.  Although a sample may be dominated by illite, 

argillic minerals may be found in small fractures.  Thus a pixel may show an illitic 

signature whereas a hand specimen may be argillic.  The East Red SWIR data has high 

correlation values because the system is dominated by illitic alteration and argillic 

“contamination” of field samples is rare.  The low correlation of sample erm-03 is 

explained by the fact that it was collected on the contact between altered rocks and fresh 

volcanic rocks.   Positional errors likely explain the low correlations of samples from 

Pyrophyllite Gulch (pyg-006 to pyg-008).  These samples were collected in a narrow 

gulch on the west side of West Red and had very poor GPS constellation geometry. 

 The final data validation approach is an analysis of the spatial statistics of the 

mineral mixture images.  The assumption is that, except at fault and lithologic contacts, 

changes in the mineralogy of the surface occur gradually over distance.   Thus, the 

mineral analyses should show spatial coherence.  With the exceptions of data defects, the 

results appear to be spatially coherent by visual inspection.  However, the spatial 

coherence of the results may be quantified by calculation of the spatial statistics.  This is 

accomplished by the calculation of Moran’s I statistics for the mineral mixture images.  

The statistics were calculated using “Global Spatial Statistics” in ENVI 4.2.  The 

Moran’s I method calculates the autocorrelation (I) of an image over a sequence of spatial 

shifts (lags) (RSI 2005a).  An autocorrelation value of 1 indicates perfect autocorrelation 

(i.e., the value of a pixel at one location predicts a pixel with the same value at another 

location), a value of 0 indicated no autocorrelation (i.e., perfect randomness), and a value 

of -1 indicated perfect negative autocorrelation (i.e., the value of a pixel at one location 

predicts a pixel with the negative value at another location). In addition, the Z score for 
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each lag is calculated to allow hypothesis testing.  The results of the mineral analysis 

were subjected to Moran’s I using a lag value of 100 pixels and “Queens Move” topology 

(i.e., horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lags).  A data mask was applied to limit the 

calculations to valid data.  The results of Moran’s I calculations are shown in Figures 3-

49 through 3-52.  The raw autocorrelations for West and East Red shown in figures 3-49 

and 3-50 indicate that the mineral distributions are spatially coherent.  At West Red the 

spatial coherence of kaolinite, dickite, and goethite degrades over somewhat shorter 

distances than the remaining minerals with goethite showing a slight negative spatial 

autocorrelation.  At East Red, hematite is slightly less spatially coherent than the 

remaining minerals.  The Z Scores of Moran’s I potentially provide some additional 

information about the spatial coherency and are shown in figures 3-51 and 3-52.  In this 

case the Z-scores largely follow the patterns of the autocorrelation.  This indicated that 

the standard deviation is well behaved at different lags. 
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Moran's I Autocorrelation - West Red
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Figure 3-49.  Moran’s I autocorrelation for mineral partial unmixing results of West Red. 
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Moran's I Autocorrelation - East Red
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Figure 3-50.  Moran’s I autocorrelation for mineral partial unmixing results of East Red. 
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Moran's I Autocorrelation Z(I) - West Red
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Figure 3-51.  Z-score of Moran’s I autocorrelation for mineral partial unmixing results of 
West Red. 
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Moran's I Autocorrelation Z(I) - East Red
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Figure 3-52.  Z-score of Moran’s I autocorrelation for mineral partial unmixing results of 
East Red. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
SUMMARY 

 

4.1 Conclusions 

 
  The hyperspectral imaging data clearly show concentrations of jarosite and 

goethite in areas of known and suspected acid seeps in the altered and mineralized 

systems within the caldera.  The geometry, distribution, and nature of the seeps are also 

revealed.  Some seeps are point sources and easy to identify from the ground, such as the 

seeps in Ruby Mine Gulch and Jarosite Slide at West Red.  Other seeps are more 

distributed and less obvious from the ground, such as general seepage in North Bowl at 

East Red and the western slopes of West Red.  The locations of seeps are primarily 

controlled by topography, structure, and precipitation patterns.  Seeps occur where water 

is present, whether it is on persistently wet, seeping, slopes or through a draining 

plumbing system caused by faults and fractures.  The relationship between the argillic 

and illitic alteration minerals and acid drainage is less clear cut but intriguing.  Acid seeps 

appear less likely to occur in areas of kaolinite and high aluminum illite and are 

concentrated in areas with medium and low aluminum illite.  The relationship is not one 

to one but is significant enough to warrant further study.   

4.2 Contributions 

 
 This research contributes to site specific knowledge of the alteration systems in 

the Grizzly Peak Caldera and general knowledge of methodologies for mapping acid 

drainage systems.   
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This work provides a high resolution, spatially complete, mineralogical map of 

the alteration systems at East and West Red whereas previously mapping was done 

through conventional field traverses.  The previous work classified alteration on the basis 

of general economic geology alteration categories (quartz-sericitic, argillic, etc.) and did 

not map variations in iron mineralogy.  The hyperspectral mapping of the iron and clay 

mineralogy reveals variations and zoning that are critical to a complete picture of the acid 

sources in the systems.  When this is combined with ancillary data, the controls and 

mechanisms of the acid seeps and springs are revealed.  Overall, the results are useful to 

regulatory and monitoring agencies by providing a comprehensive map of the sources of 

acid drainage that impact the Lake Creek watershed. 

In a general sense, the methodology for characterization of acid drainage with 

hyperspectral imaging data presented here has implications for water quality monitoring, 

exploration, and pre-mining baseline studies.  The use of a partial unmixing analysis 

highlights subtle zoning of iron minerals that defines the specific channels affected by 

acid drainage.  This allows water quality monitoring to be focused on the most 

significantly affected channels.  Since acid waters are generated by sulfides, the location 

of the most intense acid drainage will likely coincide with the most intense mineralized 

zones.  Whereas hematite is obvious in the field, the more subtle zones of jarosite and 

high jarosite/goethite are more likely to mark areas high in sulfides.  Thus, these locations 

are important exploration targets.  Pre-mining baseline studies of acid drainage are 

important for both mine planning and documentation of preexisting environmental 

degradation.  An understanding of the acid drainage system permits mine planning to be 

conducted in a way that anticipates and mitigates potential acid drainage during and after 

mine development.  The research provides a reasonable template for pre-mining site 

characterization of acid drainage.   

 The methods and processing used and developed in this work provide a template 

for the efficient analysis of hyperspectral data for acid drainage problems.  The use of 

field data, geologic models, iterative manual data inspection, and correlation 
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classification allow the selection of endmember mineral spectra that are appropriate to the 

problem.  The OCCM partial unmixing method produces results that make sense from a 

spectroscopic perspective in that the solution spectra closely match the synthetic model 

spectra.  The partial unmixing results allow subtle supergene iron mineral zoning to be 

mapped and acid seeps and springs to be identified. 

4.3 Recommendations  

 
 The acid drainage systems in the Grizzly Peak Caldera are a natural phenomenon.  

As such, it is inadvisable to recommend any mitigation of the effects of the systems.  

Furthermore, the study by Sares et al. (in preparation) found the systems to be relatively 

benign from a metal loading and water supply impact perspective (although distinctly 

toxic to aquatic life for several kilometers below the sources).  These systems, in fact, 

provide a natural laboratory for the effects of sulfide oxidation in an alpine environment 

over a long time period.  Thus, the recommendation is that the systems be protected from 

disruption to allow future studies to be undertaken.  

4.4 Recommendations for Further Study 

 
 A number of issues are highlighted in this research that warrant further study.  

The relationship between argillic and illitic minerals and acid seeps is intriguing and 

should be researched further.  In particular, the processes responsible for the illite 

chemistry should be studied and resolved.  The substitution of (presumed) iron for 

aluminum in areas of acid drainage may be caused by the acidic waters or may be an 

indicator of acid generating potential.  This question is not answered by the current 

research.  Although originally envisioned to be part of this research, the development of a 

theoretical model of instrumentation optimized for mapping of acid drainage systems is 

left for future work.  Ideally, such a design would allow the discrimination of hematite,  
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goethite, and jarosite – the critical indicators of acid drainage.  Finally, the OCCM 

analysis method should be tested using a global optimization approach to determine if 

better results can be achieved. 
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